UPDATE: February, 2016—As I gradually go back over my old travelogues, I‘ll be leaving the original text intact but
adding additional comments in boldfaced enclosed in brackets to expand on what was originally said. I‘ll also add some
additional photos to enhance the original travelogues. As was true with the Boston travelogue I revised last fall, I lost the
original version of this one when my computer died late last summer. So, this is being revised from the .pdf I posted online,
and the final result may be a bit different from the original.]

I took a personal day from school in late May, 2010 I wasn’t originally planning to write a travelogue about this brief getaway to
see my friend and former student Brad Nelson play a couple baseball games for the Tacoma Rainiers. I wasn’t originally planning to write
a travelogue about what was really a very short trip, but I managed to cram enough things into a little getaway that it seemed appropriate
not only to compose yet another little journal, but also to give it the subtitle “Sleepless in Seattle”.
This was a long, but busy, and very fastmoving day at school. It’s almost always harder
to be gone than to be there [something the
people in the office never seem to realize], and
I was doing double-duty today getting ready to be
away tomorrow. I left Algona right at 4pm and
drove over to Clear Lake. It was pleasantly cool,
and while there was a lot of wind, I had a very
pleasant drive.
I checked in at the Microtel in Clear Lake
shortly before 5:00. My room was miniscule
(there is a reason it’s called Microtel), but
immaculate. The bed was a bit soft for my taste,
but that’s a problem at almost every hotel these
days. Cheap hotels always have a vast number
of cable offerings (as opposed to “good” hotels,
where the selection is sorely lacking), and I had
fun flipping through nearly a hundred different
choices. [I thought of this again this past
Christmas, when I stayed at hotels ranging
from an Econolodge to a Hyatt. The Hyatt had
extremely limited TV offerings, while the
cheaper hotels gad a wide variety.]

Picture taken in the mirror at the Clear Lake Microtel
(This shows pretty much everything in the room.)
[Since this was taken, “mirror selfies” have become extremely popular
I mostly watched a couple of strange
with kids. I must have been ahead of the trend.]
shows on MTV, a network I haven’t spent more than a few seconds on in years. I don’t think MTV has aired music videos in more than a
decade, and I couldn’t help but wonder what MTV was supposed to stand for if it’s no longer MUSIC Television. One of the shows I
watched was called Parental Control. It presented itself like a game show. The idea behind it was that parents who disliked the boy their
daughter was dating would set her up on two blind dates with boys of their choice. The girl could then choose either her current beau or
one of the new guys. The girl was (in the language of today’s kids) “skanky” (which is probably something she’s proud of), and the various
bachelors seemed made for her. It would be interesting to see how long (if at all) she and her chosen flame stayed together after the
show was taped.
I forget the name of the other show I watched, but it was a “reality” show (and those quote marks are necessary, because few

things are more fake than reality TV) that followed a handful of twenty-somethings who were all applying for the same job. None of them
seemed particularly qualified to be in middle management at a shoe manufacturer (the job in question), and it intrigued me that the job
really didn’t pay particularly well (in the mid $30 thousands—an amount that wouldn’t go very far with big city prices).
After watching TV I went out to get some dinner. The Clear Lake exit is fast food central, so there were lots of choices. My main
meal was off the dollar menu at Arby’s. While I’m not a roast beef fan, Arby’s has a nice ham and cheese sandwich that hit the spot—
particularly for a buck. [As is the case at most fast food places, Arby’s has gone away from a strict “dollar” menu to a “value”
menu at a higher price point. Depending on the location, they now offer five items for either $6, $6.49, or $6.99. You also now
have to buy five items to get the discount; if you just get one it’s generally $1.99 or so.]
The only other customers in the restaurant when I walked in were a couple of Hispanic men. I sat down in a different part of the
dining room and enjoyed my meal. After a while, though, one of the Hispanic guys came up to me and asked if I was from “around here”.
We had a brief conversation that would probably have been more intelligible if the man had spoken to me in Spanish rather than English.
His English was quite limited, and in fact Spanish words kept creeping into his speech. Some were words he didn’t seem to know the
translation of, but the most common was the universal Spanish filler words: “pero” and “pues”. Every half sentence, he’s pause in his slow
English and insert a Spanish filler before moving on to the next thought.
What the man wanted to know was whether in Iowa it was necessary to have auto insurance in order to register a car. While I
was not 100% certain of my response, I was pretty sure that no one at the courthouse cared about insurance. I did point out to him,
though, that insurance is (at least in theory) required to drive in Iowa, and if he was stopped by the police without insurance, he’d be in
trouble. He also asked if the only place to get license plates was at the courthouse. I was pretty sure that in Cerro Gordo County that
would be true, and that’s what I told him. I was even able to give him directions to downtown Mason City where he’d find the courthouse.
I got a dessert treat at Culver’s and then headed back to the motel room. I listened for a bit on my computer to internet radio
coverage of the Tacoma Rainiers. Tacoma has a much worse website than most of the teams Brad has played for—bloated with all kinds
of needless bells and whistles. With dial-up internet at home, it’s hard enough to just access the main site, let alone trying to listen to live
broadcasts. [I do now have a broadband internet connection, but I still hate bloated websites.] The hotel had a good wireless
connection, and it was good to actually be able to hear something. I didn’t really hear much, though. It had apparently been misting
throughout the afternoon in Washington state, and about the time the game began it started raining harder. I heard Brad get one strikeout, and shortly after that they called a rain delay. The announcer said they’d almost certainly finish the game tonight, since this was the
only series Tacoma would have with New Orleans during the season; there weren’t opportunities later on to make it up.
It’s pretty rare for me to get to sleep early when I travel, but I managed to turn the lights out around ten, and it wasn’t too long
after that that I was actually asleep. It was a short night, but I did manage to get some rest.

It was, however, a very short night. There is one morning flight out of Mason City each day, leaving for Minneapolis at 5:45am.
With modern security formalities, that means passengers need to be at the airport at 5am—even at a small airport like MCW. That meant
the alarm went off at 4:15 so I could get showered, packed, and on my way. [I probably could have rushed things a bit more, but I
always figure it’s better safe than sorry.]
I dodged raindrops as I made my way out to my car, and it was raining steadily as I made my way across the airport parking lot.
Fortunately a number of people were already at the airport, and it was clear the flight was expected to leave on time. I’d left the motel
well before their complimentary breakfast started, so my first stop at the airport was at the hot beverage vending machine. Unfortunately,
while there was no sign or light indicating a problem, the coffee machine was out of order. I’d have to wait until I got to Minneapolis to
feed my caffeine craving.
While the coffee machine was annoying, I was pleasantly surprised to find that MCW now has free wireless internet available in
the terminal, apparently courtesy of the City of Mason City. I was able to confirm that the aircraft I’d be flying on had left Ft. Dodge and
was scheduled to arrive in Mason City five minutes early. Delta’s website told me the flight would be departing from Gate 1—which was
good, since that’s the only gate in this airport. I confirmed that the flight to Seattle was also on-time and found it was departing from Gate
G-19 in Minneapolis, just about as far from my arrival gate as it could possibly be. I also checked the weather for western Washington.
With high chances of rain all weekend long, I wasn’t putting out too much hope for seeing a lot of baseball, but I figured I’d have fun one
way or another.
At 5:15 they announced that the security checkpoint was open. No one seemed to rush over there, so I ended up being the first
person to go through. The formalities were uneventful, though I was scolded for putting my shoes in a tub rather than straight onto the
conveyor belt (the tub is preferred at many other airports). I made it through the checkpoint quickly and took a seat in the one extremely
cramped departure lounge at MCW.
The plane soon arrived, and we boarded quickly. While I was making my way to seat 5-A, one of the passengers who had gotten
on in Fort Dodge noticed my Seattle Mariners cap, something that is a pretty rare sight in the Midwest. I can’t say I’m really a Mariners
fan, but they are the big league team with whom Brad has a contract. Since he’s been in their system, I’ve followed them with more than

a passing interest. [Brad has had contracts with five major league teams in his career. Of those the only one I’ve really been
much of a fan of was the Minnesota Twins.]
We flew through clouds the entire way from Mason City to Minneapolis. That made it a bit of a surprise when we decreased our
elevation and I saw that our landing pattern was over the Metrodome. [It’s interesting to read that since the Metrodome no longer
exists; the new Vikings stadium that is replacing it will open next year.] Normally flights from the south just fly straight on in to the
MSP airport, which is well south of downtown Minneapolis. Presumably the wind was from an odd direction, because we had flown past
the airport and were coming in from the north.
As we prepared to land the flight attendant confirmed that a woman seated one row up from me needed a wheelchair on landing
and also asked if she was able to make her way down the jetway and into the terminal. The lady (who was elderly, but looked perfectly
healthy) said she could go down the jetway with no problem, but she would need a wheelchair after that. What made this stand out was
that the woman’s transfer flight (to Hibbing, Minnesota) was leaving from Gate B-12. We would arrive at B-7, across a hallway and two
gates down. The transfer that necessitated a wheelchair was probably shorter than the length of the jetway the lady had no problem
negotiating. [The woman probably didn’t know exactly what gate she’d be leaving from. At the time flights to small towns could
land at either concourse A or B, and if she had to transfer between the two it probably would have been further than she cared
to walk.]
As we landed, the pilot said, “Thank-you for flying Northwest Airlink, operated by Mesaba”. That stood out, because this route
hasn’t been called “Northwest Airlink” since Northwest and Delta merged last New Year’s Eve. They’re still operated by Mesaba, a regional
carrier based at MSP, but the plane now had blue stenciling on it to remind us that this was a “Delta Connection” flight. Apparently the
new name is not yet second nature to the employees.
[Mesaba no longer exists. Shortly after this trip they were absorbed into Pinnacle Airlines, which was the other operator
of Northwest Airlink flights. Pinnacle was later re-branded as Endeavor Air, which still does business as Delta Connection.
Delta continues to fly to Hibbing, but they no longer serve Mason City and Ft. Dodge. For more than a year there was no service
at all to those airports. Then a small company called Air Choice One took over service to many of the communities Delta had
abandoned. They specialize in serving subsidized airports, connecting small towns in the Midwest and South to Chicago and
St. Louis. I’ve yet to fly on Air Choice One, but it does seem to provide decent service. They fly extremely small nine-passenger
planes, but they do provide more frequent service (six flights a day) at more reasonable hours than Northwest or Delta did. The
costs are fairly reasonable, but a disadvantage is that they don’t codeshare with any other airline, so separate tickets and
luggage handling are necessary if you want to make a transfer.]
After landing, we arrived at the gate almost immediately, which is quite unusual in Minneapolis. I deplaned quickly and made my
way past the B, A, and C concourses to the airport shopping mall called Northstar Crossing. The airport seemed really dead this morning.
It was, of course, still quite early, but I’m used to MSP being full of people at pretty much any hour. I must say, though, it was nice to be
able to move quickly down the
concourses. I had breakfast at a Chili’s
right next to the Delta SkyClub lounge at
MSP. When she went to Egypt last
winter, Margaret bought a month-long
pass to the Delta lounges (which I think
cost $99). Each time the sliding door to
the place opened, I tried to peek inside
to see what she would have
experienced there. I never did see much
of anything, but it was entertaining to try.
[The summer after this trip to Seattle
I’d fly to New York, and during that
trip I’d have a day pass for the Delta
lounges.
They were certainly
pleasant, but I can’t say it was worth
a great deal of money.]
I’d had breakfast at the MSP
Chili’s once before, and I recalled liking
it. This one was overpriced and minimal,
though. With tax and tip I paid $14.
What I got for that was two slices of
French toast (which I think had been
microwaved), a little plastic tub of syrup,
some frozen butter, three strips of cold,
fatty bacon, and some weak coffee. I’ve
had free hotel breakfasts that were
better.

Minneapolis—St. Paul International Airport, looking relatively empty
(taken from the VERY empty Chili’s restaurant at Northstar Crossing)

After “dining” at Chili’s, I stopped through the “walk-thru” of the Northstar Crossing McDonalds. There I got an Egg McMuffin and
a large coffee that made a much more satisfying breakfast. I was pleased to find, by the way, that this McDonalds took gift cards. Many
airport restaurants don’t honor their company’s cards, but I was pleased to use one I’d picked up from scrip here and give a pittance to

my school. [McDonalds has since stopped participating in the scrip program, so it’s been a long time since I’ve even tried to
use a McD’s gift card.]
Often when I travel I do exhaustive research on my destinations before I leave. I’d had almost no free time all winter, though, so
I wasn’t able to do that for this trip. I hadn’t been to Seattle (other than just passing through) since I was a kid, so I stopped into a couple
of airport bookstores hoping I could pick up a guidebook on the area. The shops were well stocked with all the current bestsellers, but
they had next to nothing in the way of travel books. That seemed odd to me for an airport, where I’d think there would be quite a demand
for that genre. Since they didn’t have anything I wanted to buy, though, I just made my way to the gate. [I’ve seen airport bookstores
stock books on the cities where they were located, but rarely on anything else. I’d actually think they wouldn’t move a lot of
books on Minneapolis at MSP. Many passengers there are just transferring, and those for whom Minnesota is a destination
would be unlikely to stop at a bookstore on their way out of the airport.]
When I got to the gate I was surprised to see a plane with the red Northwest logo parked at the end of the jetway. Even before
the airlines officially merged, most of the NWA planes had been repainted in Delta colors. That plane had apparently been hauled out of
the hangar as a last-minute replacement.
Two gate agents arrived shortly after I did, and they spent most of the next hour and a half trying to get volunteers to give up
their seats and be re-booked on later flights. We were told that the plane scheduled for this flight had gone in for maintenance, so an
alternate aircraft (the one with the Northwest logo) was substituted. While both planes were Boeing 757s, the Northwest plane was
configured differently and had far fewer seats. (Either the original was a stretch model or its seats were crammed ridiculously close
together.) They were trying looking for twenty-four volunteers to avoid involuntarily bumping people. The offer they were making was
really quite good. They would provide a $400 travel voucher and also certificates for breakfast and lunch at the airport for those willing to
re-book on a later flight. I seriously considered doing this, and had I made up my mind quickly, I might have taken advantage of the offer.
Instead, though, I waited until they had filled all the seats on the midday flight and the only ones remaining would get into Seattle after
the baseball game I hoped to see in Tacoma was already underway. I just sat back and waited as the gate people thanked person after
person by saying, “We LOVE our volunteers!”
Reimbursing all those volunteers cost Delta a fortune. If you do the math, $400 times 24 passengers is $9600. Add in the free
food, and it’s easily more than $10,000 in reimbursement. I had paid right at $200 for my round trip ticket. Assuming there was some
value to the Mason City—Minneapolis segments, that leaves maybe $75 as what I paid to fly from Minneapolis to Seattle. (Back in the
days when tickets were printed on tagboard, they used to show how the fare was prorated among the different segments; in the e-ticket
age, though, you can only guess.)
A couple of times they announced that people would have to be re-assigned because of the new aircraft. It was not entirely clear
if that meant everyone needed to see them for assignment or if those who already had boarding passes were okay. The line at the podium
was unending, so I just waited. Eventually they began to board the flight, and it turned out the boarding pass I’d printed out online was
perfectly good for this flight. The gate attendant scanned the barcode, and I walked down the jetway without any issues. As I was leaving
the terminal, I could hear them announce that they still needed two more volunteers to give up their seats.
Delta has a strange method of boarding. Northwest had traditionally boarded from the rear of the aircraft forward (with the
exception of first class, which of course got special treatment). They’d announce something like “Row 32 and higher”, “Row 25 and
higher”, and so forth—gradually filling up the plane from back to front. That worked fairly well, because people would move toward the
back, leaving the aisles at the front mostly clear. For some stupid reason, Delta follows the reverse pattern for boarding. They board by
zones, with zone 1 being first class and then working back from there. When they got to zone 4 (mine), the front aisles were clogged with
people trying to stow their luggage, which created a traffic jam well back on the jetway. I think their justification for this is that most of the
low-zone seats are now considered “premium economy”, which means you can pay extra to book them. The people who cough up that
money get to take their time with the luggage, while “cattle car class” has to wait. [That’s precisely what it is. On their website today
they list early boarding as a perk of premium economy. It’s certainly not the most efficient way to board, though.]
I had needed to use a restroom in the airport, but because of the confusion I didn’t want to leave the gate. So, immediately after
I found my seat, I ran to the lavatory a few rows behind. One minor advantage to the Delta boarding system was that I was able to use
the restroom and return to my seat before the section by the lavatory filled up with zone 5 people.
Given that they’d asked for twenty-four volunteers, it was no surprise that this was an entirely full flight. I was in an “A” seat (the
left window, facing forward). Initially an Asian boy sat next to me, but he traded with a college girl so he could sit next to his girlfriend. A
smartly dressed businesswoman was on the aisle. The girl spent the entire flight reading what looked to be a very dull book (I’d guess
assigned reading rather than something she was doing for pleasure), while the businesswoman mostly flipped through Sky Mall, the
catalog of absurdly overpriced junk that is in the seat pockets on almost every flight. Seat “E”, the middle seat on the other side, was
occupied by a middle-aged black woman who had placed a small bag in the overhead bin above the row in front of her. A businessman
sitting in that row had a massive rolling suitcase as his carry-on bag. Delta has little templates by the gates showing the allowable size of
carry-on bags, and there’s no question his was larger in every dimension than the guidelines. Like many business travelers, this guy
seemed to think the carry-on dimensions were only suggestions and didn’t apply to him. (This is becoming more and more of a problem
now that the airlines charge extra for even a single checked bag.) Since this was a fairly large plane, it was possible for the guy to wrestle
with his suitcase to make it fit. To get room, though, he had to move the black lady’s bag further forward. A few minutes later someone
else moved it again to get another bag to fit, and then the flight attendant moved it again when she couldn’t get the bin door to close over
someone else’s massive carry-on. The poor woman’s bag ended up about twelve rows forward from her seat.
We were delayed a bit with all the confusion of switching to the smaller aircraft, and we ended up leaving the gate about twenty
minutes late. I saw a huge line of planes waiting on the taxiway and thought we might have a long wait for take-off. Fortunately they were

using two parallel runways. We cut across to the far one, where only a couple planes were waiting. Before long we were in the air. As
with almost all airline schedules, the one for this flight was padded; the pilot announced that we should be getting into Seattle right on
time.
It was a rainy day in Minneapolis, but once we rose above the clouds it was bright and sunny throughout the flight. There was
quite a bit of turbulence, though—definitely one of the roughest flights I’ve been on. It’s about a three-hour flight from Minneapolis to
Seattle, and the seat belt light was off for not much more than fifteen minutes of that time.
I remember a time when they served meals on three-hour flights. That was before pretty much every airline was in bankruptcy,
though. Today we got a little Dixie cup with our choice of pop or juice (just a single cup, not the can), plus our choice of peanuts or
packaged ginger snap cookies. Delta’s cookies are really quite good. It’s surprising they haven’t found a way to sell them in quantity,
because I’d bet lots of people (myself included) would buy them. Assorted overpriced snacks were available for purchase (with credit
cards only—no cash transactions allowed). It was between meal times, though (and, of course, I’d also basically had a breakfast and a
half), so I didn’t bother buying anything.
We made a rather abrupt left turn at the end of our flight and broke through the clouds right over downtown Seattle. I looked out
at the clogged traffic on Interstate 5 as we made our way south to the airport. We landed quickly and almost immediately pulled up to our
gate. I was already inside the terminal at the time we were scheduled to land.
Delta took over Northwest’s facilities at SEA (Seattle—Tacoma International Airport), which includes about half of the airport’s
south satellite. Margaret and I had changed planes here on our way to Hawaii last summer, but I had no idea how the satellite related to
the main part of the airport. It’s actually very close (much closer, for instance, than the B-concourse in Minneapolis is to anything else),
but to get from the satellite to the airport they make you take an underground train. I really think it would have been quicker to just put in
a walking tunnel, perhaps with a moving walkway. The train was the only option, though, so that’s what I took. The train makes a oneway loop between the satellite and the main terminal (with an additional stop at one of the far concourses). There’s another train that runs
underground the length of the main terminal and a third that runs to the north satellite that appears to be used exclusively by Alaska
Airlines. All the trains appear to ruin every five minutes or so, and—perhaps needless to say—I’d just missed one when I got downstairs.
I had arranged to rent a car with Enterprise, a company I’d never dealt with before [but have since rented from at least three
times more]. At SEA Enterprise is not located at the airport itself. Instead you catch a bus to their facility about a mile away. I got
thoroughly lost trying to figure out where to catch the bus—partly because the airport signs were unclear and partly because the bus stop
was awkwardly located. Instead of catching the bus outside baggage claim on the airport access road (which is what you do at practically
every other airport on the planet), you have to go up to a skywalk, across the access road to a parking ramp, and then down to the level
where the shuttle buses stop. It didn’t help that in the ramp the signs for “rental cars” actually directed you to underground levels where
companies that did have facilities on the airport property parked their cars. I did eventually find the bus stop, and I boarded an extremely
crowded bus that took me down to the Enterprise lot.
I’d chosen Enterprise because their price for a weekend rental was about half what any other company offered. I must say,
though, that after my dealings with the Seattle airport location, Enterprise will definitely not be my first choice of rental car companies in
the future. [Indeed, the other occasions when I did use them it was because they were the only company available in various
locations.] The athletic young man who checked me in obviously worked on commission. I don’t think I’ve ever had any business
transaction anywhere with such a high-pressure salesman. When I’ve rented a car before (with Alamo and Hertz), they’ve checked my
license and credit card, done a quick read-through to make sure the paperwork was in order, had me sign the contract, and given me the
keys. They might mention that upgrades or insurance were available, but when I declined them, there was never any problem. This guy,
though, kept trying every possible way he could to scrape additional money out of me. He felt I wouldn’t be comfortable in the “economy”
car I’d booked and kept trying and trying to get me to upgrade to a bigger model. (Among other things he offered a convertible, which
probably would have been less comfortable than the compact and would have been downright silly in the rain.) I also had to listen to his
pitch for every type of insurance he offered, as well as his offer of “prepaid” gas (meaning you forfeit anything left in the tank when you
return it). [All of these options are available at every rental outfit, but pretty much every time I’ve dealt with Enterprise, they’ve
been obsessed with trying to get me to buy things I didn’t want.]
Mr. Fratboy was extremely disappointed that I didn’t fall for his pitches, but eventually he led me out to the parking lot to try to
find a car. He looked around a while and told me that none of the economy cars were clean. I didn’t even say a word in response to this
final attempt to get me to upgrade. Instead I just gave him a look that made it clear that it was his problem to find me a car. He disappeared
for a bit and eventually returned with a white Chevy Cobalt. (It seems to me that “Cobalt” should be blue, but like most rental cars, this
one was white.) He said this was actually two classes up from what I’d reserved (though I’ve gotten the exact same model when reserving
“economy” from Alamo in the past) and acted like he was doing me an incredible favor. I verified that the contract was for the amount I
expected and signed it. I then got directions for how to leave the lot (which was more than a little awkward) and was on my way. Normally
when I’ve rented a car it’s taken about five minutes to complete the paperwork; with Enterprise it was more like half an hour. The whole
experience left a bad taste in my mouth.
I drove about a mile north (from 190th Street to 176th Street) up International Boulevard (Washington highway 99) and then turned
right directly across from the airport parking ramp. Almost immediately I turned left into the parking lot for the Clarion Hotel, which would
be my home for the next two nights. It was about noon now, too early to check in, but I figured I’d ask if I could leave my car in the lot.
The young Hispanic woman at the desk was very pleasant, and after confirming that I did indeed have a reservation, she said there was
no problem at all with leaving the car there. The woman wanted to know the license plate number for my car. I was prepared for this, and
I remembered it using a method I’d learned years ago from Adam 12. The fictitious cops on that show once told a group of grade school
kids they could remember a license plate by making a price tag out of the numbers and a sentence out of the letters. (I don’t remember
the numbers they used in the show’s example, but I recall to this day that the letters were “IBV”, which they said stood for “I bought a

violin”.) The Enterprise Cobalt had license
number 275 ZXR. $2.75 was easy to
remember as a price, and having just flown
I thought of the sentence “It was a zoo at
X-ray” to keep the letters in my brain. The
woman wrote the license number down on
a parking pass that she told me to put in my
windshield. I quickly found a space to park
and was on my way.
SEA is unique among airports I’ve
seen in that it’s fairly easily accessible to
pedestrians. [It’s really even more
pedestrian friendly than Midway, which
is walled off from the surrounding
neighborhood in Chicago.] The Clarion
is one of a number of hotels that are a
short, easy walk from the terminals. While
they have a shuttle, walking is really almost
easier. The shuttle stops in the same
awkward location that the rental car buses
do, so you’d end up walking about half the
distance from the hotel just to get from the
shuttle stop to ticketing. The Clarion’s
location really couldn’t have been more
convenient. The next lot to the west was
275 ZXR parked at the Sea-Tac Clarion
occupied by electrical equipment for Seattle’s new light rail train, and next to that was an off-street city bus stop with a building that
housed stairs and elevators leading up to a skywalk that crosses International Boulevard and connects to the airport light rail station. I
used the stairs (four long flights) to get some exercise, but even so it was about a five-minute walk from the hotel parking lot to the train
station.

Light rail train at Sea-Tac Airport station
Pretty much every transit system has needlessly complicated fare vending machines, but Seattle’s are easily the worst I’ve seen
anywhere. They take you through a ridiculous number of steps, none of which serve any real purpose. First you need to decide whether
you want to buy a ticket or an Orca card (a stored-value card that deducts money each time you take a trip). The only advantage of Orca
appears to be that you get a reduced rate (not free) transfer to buses operated by a number of different agencies around the area. If
you’re buying a ticket, the next step is to decide which zone your destination is in. Once you pick the zone, for no reason whatsoever they
then make you also select the specific station you want to get off at. [A surprising number of transit systems seem obsessed with
the specific stations where passengers get off. In addition to adding a time-consuming step to the ticket purchase process,
that also makes it harder to just ride and get off when you see something interesting.] The next screen asks how many tickets you
want to that destination. There is no default, so you have to type in “1” and hit “ENTER” if that’s what you want. [It’s REALLY stupid that
it doesn’t default to one.] You then have to select if you want a one-way or a round-trip ticket. (There’s no discount for round-trip, and
there’s no unlimited ride day pass.) Next up is a confirmation screen, basically asking if what you entered in all those different steps is
what you actually want to buy. You hit “ENTER” again, and it asks if you want a receipt. Once you select “yes” or “no” the machine asks

for payment (cash, coins, or plastic). Once it accepts your money, it finally prints a ticket (a surprisingly low-tech slip of cardboard with no
anti-counterfeiting gimmicks). The ticket and any change fall out of the bottom of the machine, while the receipt comes out a slit at the
side. It really would be difficult to devise a more complicated method of buying a ticket.
A group of middle-aged black women arrived at the station at roughly the same time I did. They actually got there first, but they
waited for the elevator, while I went up the stairs. Because of that I got to the vending machines before they did. The women were utterly
confounded by the vending machines. They couldn’t figure out the first screen, let alone the multi-step process. Having just navigated the
machine myself, I was able to walk them through the process. There were three employees up on the platform who appeared to be doing
pretty much nothing. I couldn’t help but think that, especially at the airport (a station where presumably they get lots of first-time riders), it
might be wise to re-assign one of those people to helping passengers buy tickets.
While they get a lot of riders, Seattle has definitely not embraced light rail in the way that Minneapolis has. Before making this
trip I’d read numerous scathing comments from area residents who felt the train was a horrible boondoggle. They complained that it didn’t
go anywhere they wanted to go (though connecting the airport with downtown is certainly a good start), yet they also seemed to have a
“not in my backyard” mentality—refusing to even consider the possibility that tracks might be laid near them. [The current line opened
in 2009. They began building an extension from downtown eastward to the University of Washington right after that, and seven
years later it’s still not open. Apparently more of that time has been spent in litigation than with construction.] Many people
complained that the train wouldn’t make a profit. That comment caught me by surprise, because transit never makes a profit in modern
times. In Minnesota no one would ever expect the light rail to be profitable. They realize it’s ecologically sound, and they realize it moves
more people for less money than buses do. It doesn’t make money, but its subsidy is comparatively less than other forms of transit. I
suppose there’s enough of that Western libertarian attitude in Washington state that people here think that anything that is funded by the
government is inherently bad.
Unlike most modern train systems, Seattle’s Central Link was definitely
not built to be convenient to people who either live or work in the suburbs. I was
very glad I’d parked at the hotel, because the only park-and-ride on the entire
line (the Tukwila stop just north of the airport) was full to overflowing. From
Tukwila the tracks run past numerous office parks, housing developments, and
shopping malls, but the train doesn’t stop at any of them. It runs non-stop for
nine minutes (an incredibly long time on light rail) until it reaches the Rainier
Beach neighborhood in the southeast part of the city of Seattle. While the
express run allowed us to move quite a bit faster than the parallel traffic on
Interstate 5, it really does seem stupid to avoid all those opportunities to pick up
and drop off riders. [I don’t know for sure, but I’d bet that the communities
we passed through between the airport and the city of Seattle didn’t pony
up funding for the train.]
Once we reached Rainier Beach we slowed down to a crawl. Through
most of southern Seattle, the train runs in the median of Martin Luther King
Boulevard, stopping at every traffic light along the way. There are also several
station stops along MLK, and the trains in Seattle make some of the slowest
station stops anywhere. In Chicago the doors are open about ten seconds at
minor ‘L’ stops, and maybe thirty seconds at the big ones. I timed one of the
stops along MLK, and we were parked there a full forty-five seconds for no good
reason.
It intrigued me that while the neighborhoods along Martin Luther King
Boulevard were not white, they were also most decidedly not black. There were
lots of Hispanic people, and also people from every conceivable part of Asia.
There were a host of ethnic restaurants along here, including some cuisines I’m
not sure I’ve ever seen before (like Cambodian and Burmese). It might be fun to
explore all the different restaurants someday, though I doubt I’ll be hurrying back
to Seattle just to do that.
The people on the train were also a wide mix of ethnicities, and a
different mix than is found in many cities. Seattle is heavily Asian. I’d bet as
much as half of the city proper is Asian, and certainly more than a third. There
appear to be Asian people of all different income levels, ranging from hotel
maids and hospital orderlies to international traders and software executives.
There are also a lot of Hispanic people (I think almost exclusively Mexicans)
who seem to mostly work in construction and domestic jobs. There are still a
surprising number of manufacturing jobs in the Seattle area, and it’s a mix of
blacks and whites who work in the factories. There are also a lot of white-collar
jobs in Seattle, and it seems to be a mix of whites and Asians who hold those
jobs. I saw wealthy-looking Asians on the train, but not any wealthy-looking white
people. I think the white executives exclusively drive to work.

Seattle light rail map

I sat in a sideways seat toward the center of the front car. Joining me
in that section were three young Hispanic men who spoke to each other in a

strange mix of Spanish and English. I’m not sure if this was their normal way of speaking or if they purposely slipped into Spanish thinking
I might not understand them when they spoke that. Either way, it was amusing. Much of their conversation centered around a video
soccer game that the guy seated next to me was playing. It looked incredibly dull to me, but the three of them found it the coolest thing
ever.
Eventually we reached downtown, where the train runs below ground in a tunnel it shares with buses. There are stops every
couple of blocks along here (far too many, honestly), and we crawled along from Chinatown at the south end to Westlake at the north.
Westlake is the end of the line, and I got off and made my way up from the platform.
Westlake is in the heart of Seattle’s downtown shopping district. Compared to most mid-sized American cities, Seattle has a
surprisingly lively downtown area. There are multiple department stores, several downtown malls with the standard national stores, and
a variety of stand-alone shops and restaurants that cater to a wide range of budgets. It almost has the feel of a Canadian city. I’m not
sure downtown is the first place anybody shops, but it certainly is a viable shopping destination.
The Westlake station has a direct exit to the flagship Nordstrom’s store. I’d read a lot of nice things about it, so I thought I’d
check the place out. I must say I was about as impressed by Nordstrom’s as I was by Enterprise rent-a-car. The store building is nice,
though not at all spectacular. Clerks hovered everywhere, all but insisting on helping if you so much as looked at a single item. The
merchandise was far more upscale than either my tastes or my budget. This just wasn’t a place I felt comfortable, and I left without buying
so much as a souvenir.
I walked around downtown for a bit, stopping to pick up the requisite free newspapers I make a point of taking everywhere I
travel. Surprisingly for a place with an ultra-hip reputation, Seattle didn’t offer much in the way of alternative journalism. I’d actually rank
Juice in Des Moines well ahead of anything I found on the streets of Seattle, and there’s just no comparison with the variety they have in
Chicago or Los Angeles.
Before long I happened upon the tracks of the Seattle monorail. This is one of two main remnants of a world’s fair the city hosted
the year I was born. (The other is the Space Needle.) It connected the fairgrounds (now called “Seattle Center” with the main downtown
area about a mile away. It was basically a novelty ride back in 1962, and that’s really all it is today. I walked under the tracks through a
rather rough area that is trying to gentrify, but hasn’t made it there yet. While there are a number of expensive bistros and trendy watering
holes, the street also features hourly motels and X-rated theaters. It was actually a rather dull walk by day, but I’d imagine the area is
hopping (and not in a particularly good way) after dark.

ABOVE: Monorail, with the Space Needle behind it
RIGHT: Top Pot Doughnuts
My one stop in my walk beneath the monorail tracks was at a place
called Top Pot Doughnuts. I’m not sure if this little bakery and coffee shop
survived from another era or if they were trying for “retro” appeal, but it fun either
way. They had a very old-fashioned neon sign out front and the doughnuts were
displayed in hardwood and glass cases that looked as if they belonged in a
jewelry store. The doughnuts are all made in-house, supposedly with all natural
ingredients. They were a bit on the pricey side (probably double what you’d pay
at Dunkin’ Donuts or something similar), but incredibly good. I had one that was
both filled and frosted with homemade lemon curd and another that had a maple
glaze that really did taste like actual maple syrup. I passed on the overpriced
coffee (a minimum of $4 a cup), but I definitely enjoyed my sugar rush.

Just outside Seattle Center there’s a pleasant little city park that features a fountain that’s a monument to the first ship in Puget
Sound. I must say I found that park more interesting than Seattle Center itself. I read a description of the place that called it “a fairgrounds
with no fair”, and that’s pretty much right on target. Most cities that have hosted world’s fairs have either torn down the remnants or
converted them to other uses. For some reason, though, in Seattle the 1962 fair lives on for all eternity.
Besides the big ticket items (the Space Needle and the nearby Experience Music
Project and Science Fiction Hall of Fame), there’s basically nothing at Seattle Center. The
most interesting thing was an old-fashioned carousel, and it was going around mostly empty
all afternoon.
I remember going up in the Space Needle when I was a kid and my Aunt Alaire lived
out in Seattle. I even remember the whole family having brunch in the revolving restaurant
there. That had to have cost a fortune even back in the ‘70s. Today it costs $17 plus tax to
go up to the observation deck. [It’s $22 as of 2006.] I have no idea what the restaurant
charges, but surely it’s equivalently high. [I checked, and brunch currently costs $49.95,
plus an automatic 20% gratuity.] I figured I had better things to do with my money, so I
snapped the requisite picture and went on my way. I also passed on the Experience Music
Project, a supposedly interactive museum of music housed in one of the ugliest modern
buildings I’ve seen anywhere. The EMP is co-ticketed with the Science Fiction Hall of Fame
(apparently housed in the same hideous mess of crumpled metal), with a $28 admission.
Even twenty bucks I might have considered, but thirty was just ridiculous.
My only actual stop at Seattle Center was at a gift shop, which was surprisingly
affordable. I picked up some postcards and a copper bell in the shape of the space needle.
The old Middle Eastern gentleman at the cash register didn’t even count my postcards. He
just trusted me to say how many I had.

Space Needle
don’t really go together. The ride was
originally designed to be supersmooth, but today it jerks and jolts as
much as a subway car. It doesn’t help
that on a per-mile basis this is probably
the
most
expensive
public
transportation anywhere. I’d paid
$2.50 for the forty-minute ride from the
airport to downtown. The one-minute
ride from Seattle Center to Westlake
cost $2. It was a fun little novelty (and,
as I said, I would use it for practical
reasons tomorrow), but it’s definitely
long since seen its better days. If I
want to see something my age, I’ll go
back to the immaculately maintained
Dodger Stadium—it’s much nicer.

When I came here as a child we also rode the monorail, though I remember almost
nothing about that experience. I rode it again today (and would tomorrow as well—for
convenience rather than entertainment). The thing was a vision of the future when it was built.
It’s the same age as me, and riding it in 2010 made me feel old. The train (which passed the
million mile mark a few years ago) is a strange combination of boxy and round. It’s supposed
to be sleek, but there are boxes and panels all over the place that seem to serve no real
purpose. The seats are covered with much-patched vinyl in a shade of blue that doesn’t exist
in nature and hasn’t even been seen in synthetics since the ‘60s. The body of the car is a
combination of metal and “space age” plastic, in about three different shades of beige that

After riding the monorail I did
a bit more walking around downtown. I
ended up at the downtown Seattle
location of Macy’s. This store was
apparently a Bon Marché. That
amused me, because I know Bon
Marché as the main department store
chain in New Orleans. I assume the
Inside the Seattle monorail
stores there are also now Macy’s. The Seattle Macy’s is in a lovely old building. While it’s not quite as nice, it reminded me a lot of the
old Marshall Field’s store (also now Macy’s) on State Street in downtown Chicago. As at every Macy’s, they had a wide range of
merchandise in all price ranges. I’ve been needing a nice pair of brown dress pants, and I bought some at Macy’s as my main souvenir
of Seattle.

I went back to the transit tunnel and started heading southward. I planned to get off at a number of stops and explore the nearby
neighborhoods, but Seattle’s pricing system made that unaffordable. You can’t break up a journey in Seattle; if you get off and re-board
it counts as a whole new trip. The minimum fare is $1.75, and those would have added up quickly if I’d gotten off more than once or twice.
(Actually, I could have ridden anywhere I wanted in Seattle without paying anything at all. Like most light rail systems, Seattle
uses “honor system” ticketing. Fare inspectors can request to see your ticket at any time on a train or platform, and if you haven’t paid a
valid fare, you can be fined. In reality I saw no inspectors at all. The only workers I saw anywhere were on the platform at the airport, and
they weren’t asking for fares. Even if I had been caught, the fine is relatively low—which is probably why it’s not worth their trouble to
bother enforcing it. I am generally honest, though, and I did pay the full fare for each ride.)
The one place I chose to get off was Beacon Hill. This is an underground station located deep beneath a steep hill east of
downtown. I thought it might be interesting to see the one place I hadn’t seen from above ground. Even more, though, I wanted to get
away from an annoying passenger on the train. This heavily tattooed thirty-something man was sitting directly behind me, and he struck
up a conversation with a college aged guy facing him. The college kid mostly responded with grunts and nods, but the older guy bellowed
every word he said. Without invitation he told his young “friend”—not to mention everyone else on the train—his entire life story. The
man introduced himself as “from New York”, though apparently he was actually from Westchester County, the mostly upscale suburban
area north and east of the Bronx. He had little good to say about the town he was actually from, but he raved about the “good old days”
in NYC. Those good old days were pre-2001. He felt that in that era New Yorkers were open and friendly, the sort of person he saw
himself to be. He felt that since the 9/11 attacks New Yorkers had become closed and suspicious of other people, particularly people like
him with a body full of tattoos and a somewhat shady past he was surprisingly open about. “I’m a white American,” he said so the mostly
Asian and Hispanic riders throughout the car could hear it clearly, “but no one in New York treats me like one anymore.” He felt Seattle
was like the New York he used to love, and he just couldn’t contain himself with how happy he was to be here.
In honor of our ride down MLK Boulevard, I’ll paraphrase Dr. King and say I prefer that people be judged “not on the color of
their skin, but on the content of their character.” From his ranting monologue, there was little about this guy’s character I liked. I’ve been
to New York twice since 9/11, and I thoroughly enjoyed the city and its people both times. I’m looking forward to going back there for my
“real” vacation at the end of this summer. Frankly I like New York a lot more than Seattle, and I’m guessing I’ll like it even better with this
guy out west instead of on the East Coast.
It was a bit disconcerting that when I got up to leave at Beacon Hill the loud ex-New Yorker got off there as well. I purposely
went in the opposite direction from his and soon was well away from him.
Beacon Hill itself was a very multi-ethnic neighborhood, vibrant and full of life. I gazed in the window of an Asian bakery that
produced Hispanic “quincinera” or debutante cakes as a sideline.

Typical subdivided home in Beacon Hill – Seattle, Washington
passage. It’s still hard for me to imagine a wedding outside a church, though.

Beacon Hill is full of lovely old
homes from the first half of the 20th
Century. Most have been subdivided
and now house multiple apartments.
The rents are astronomical. Efficiencies
run around $1000 a month, and places
of any size can be over $3000. One of
the few homes that hadn’t been
subdivided was also not a single family
home. Instead it was an “event center”
that could be rented out for weddings
and other social occasions. I’d read that
Washington was the least religious state
in the nation (with less than half
professing even a vague association
with any church or religious group), and
I suppose all those a-religious people
need places to hold their secular rites of

It was drizzling as I walked around Beacon Hill, living up to the Seattle weather stereotype. The moisture is annoying, but it does
make Seattle one of lushest and most beautiful places anywhere. The whole Beacon Hill neighborhood was ablaze with every type of
flower and greenery; it was almost as if I was walking through a botanic center rather than a city neighborhood.
My only real stop in Beacon Hill was at the Red Apple, a supermarket chain that apparently has branches throughout the Pacific
Northwest. This one looked rather run-down on the outside, but inside it was a lovely store. They specialized in organic produce, freerange meat, and other yuppie-friendly goods. There were also aisles and aisles of international goods—not just the normal shelf of LaChoy
and Goya, but imported goods from all over Asia and Latin America. I bought some interesting juices and a package of na’an bread,
India’s answer to pita. This was actually baked in Vancouver, Canada (or more properly the suburb of Burnaby)—not exactly a surprise,
given the huge south Asian population they have in British Columbia. I’d never had na’an before. It’s sort of like an extra-thick flour
tortilla—slightly crunchy on the outside, but soft and pillow like inside. I really liked it and would pick up the stuff again if I saw it at an
affordable price. I also bought some gum. I like cinnamon-flavored gum, and it’s hard to find the stuff around these days. All the stores
near where I live stock fruit and mint flavors, but not cinnamon. I’d actually wondered if they hadn’t recalled the flavoring agent like they

sometimes do with food dyes. They had cinnamon Trident at Red Apple, though, and I bought two packs of the stuff. [I wonder if they
didn’t reformulate Trident cinnamon gum. It had been unavailable, but now it’s back in all the stores.]
I went back to the Beacon Hill station (which has an enormous above-ground building that seems to house nothing other than
two elevators that lead to the platforms) and waited for a southbound train. Service is theoretically every ten minutes or better on Seattle’s
light rail trains. I say “theoretically”, because I think every single time I took a train I must have just missed the last one. I seemed to spend
as long on the platforms as I did on the trains.
We made our way south down Martin Luther King Boulevard. While in a completely different area, the neighborhoods along MLK
reminded me of the Ballard neighborhood and the suburb of Edmonds where my Aunt Alaire used to live. While both of those are well to
the north of here, they (like large parts of Seattle) are a combination of tiny bungalows (one of which I remember my aunt living in) and
sprawling low-rise apartment complexes like what you’d see in Ames or Iowa City. Just as in Beacon Hill, there are trees and flowers
everywhere. Supposedly Rainier Beach and the other neighborhoods along MLK are among the worst areas in Seattle. (Have you ever
known anywhere where King Boulevard went through the “good” part of town?) If that’s true, I can honestly say there’s nowhere truly bad
in Seattle. The MLK area was definitely working class and ethnic. It was also a little bit on the seedy side, but it was in no way a slum.

Clarion Hotel – Sea-Tac Airport, Washington (as seen from the Sea-Tac light rail station)
I took the train back to the airport and walked back to the Clarion Hotel. I’d read a lot of rather negative reviews of this place, but
it served my needs perfectly well. [The reviews seem to have improved in recent years; today it’s mostly average to good.] While
it was located literally right next to the airport, it was surprisingly quiet. [That’s one of the most common observations on review sites
like Tripadvisor.] It’s a long, narrow property (a full city block from north to south), and different parts of the building are on different
levels, so you have to go up, down, and up again to get from one part to another. It’s an older hotel (probably dating from the late ‘60s or
early ’70s), and the room style isn’t the most modern. The rooms were large and perfectly clean, though, and everything had been well
cared for. The staff was friendly, and the surrounding neighborhood (mostly apartments and other hotels dating from the same era)
seemed clean and safe.
After checking in I called Margaret and then relaxed for about an
hour in my room. Then right at 5:00 I set off for Tacoma. I headed down
International Boulevard to 188th Street, turned left, and went about a mile and
a half eastward to Interstate 5. The entrance to I-5 was all I needed to know
about how my journey would go. They had one of those ramp meters that
periodically flashes a green light to let one car at a time on to the freeway.
Unfortunately traffic was backed up well beyond the ramp, and most of the
time even when the light flashed no one could actually merge into the all but
stopped-dead traffic on the interstate. I did manage to eventually get on the
freeway, but I fought some of the worst traffic I’ve ever encountered all the
way south. It’s less than thirty miles from the airport down to Tacoma (about
twice the distance it is to Sea-Tac to Seattle), and Friday night at rush hour it
took a full hour and a half to cover that distance. I-5 is ten lanes wide by the
airport (four main lanes and one high-occupancy “diamond” lane in each
direction). It narrows to eight lanes shortly south of there and to six at the
Tacoma city limits. Each of those merges caused a serious bottleneck. So
did a small construction area. What seemed to be the biggest problem, though, was that the local drivers over-reacted to everything.
Instead of trying to drive smoothly, they were forever hitting their brakes. They’d see someone parked at the side of the road (not an
accident, and not encroaching on the lanes), and they’d hit their brakes. A few drops of rain would start to fall, and they’d hit their brakes.
There would be a curve, and they’d hit their brakes. This ended up being one of the most frustrating drives I’ve ever made. I’d hoped to
get to the stadium around 6:00 (about an hour before game time), but it was after 6:30 when I finally arrived.
The absolute worst traffic was in Tacoma itself. I-5 has been modernized in Seattle (they’ve added express lanes and simplified
many of the exits), but Tacoma is definitely the poor stepsister of the Puget Sound cities. Through most of Tacoma I-5 is a bad six-lane
highway. Among its biggest problems is that there are no continuous lanes. [This used to be a problem in Seattle, but it no longer is.]
They keep peeling lanes to the right and adding them from the left (sometimes as many as four adds and peels in a mile), so traffic keeps
having to merge over to stay on the freeway. Right downtown there’s a horrible bottleneck where I-5 interchanges with two other freeways
that take commuters to the Olympic Peninsula and suburbs east of Tacoma. It’s telling that instead of one of those changeable digital
signs warning of traffic problems, there’s a permanent yellow and black painted sign saying “CAUTION – SLOW OR STOPPED TRAFFIC
AHEAD”. That caution sign is old enough that it’s even rusted, and it appears the warning is valid at all hours of the day and night.

I exited onto Washington highway 16 (the Gig Harbor—Bremerton Freeway), which may be four lanes wide but is a twisty little
strip of concrete built on impossibly little land. It has far too many exits (four in the first mile) with awkward, abrupt ramps. Fortunately I
wasn’t on this freeway long. I exited at 19th Street, an exit that seems to primarily serve an enormous Fred Meyer discount store. I turned
away from Fred Meyer, heading back south to the end of Cheyenne Street.
Tacoma’s Cheney Stadium is in a strange location. 19 th and Cheyenne is a mostly quiet residential area. A large high school
that looks like it dates from the ‘70s is about the only thing around besides Fred Meyer. On game days they block off the student parking
lot and use it for stadium parking ($5 a car). The high school has its own ballpark, which appears to have a nice view of the city and on a
clear day probably even a glimpse of Mt. Rainier. Cheney Stadium, though, offers a view of nothing but the high school. It had rained on
and off all day and was raining hard just as I arrived in Tacoma, so I wasn’t certain they’d even be playing a game tonight. The parking
lot was crowded, though, and the skies seemed to be clearing up just as I arrived. Post-game fireworks were scheduled for tonight, and
that brought out lots of families regardless of the weather.
Cheney Stadium is the eighth home ballpark that Brad Nelson has played in, and it’s definitely not one of the nicer ones. It’s old
and run-down, but it lacks both the history and the intimacy that many old parks have. It reminded me a lot of the run-down park where
the Nashville Sounds played, and it also had about the same “charm” as the converted football stadium next to a freeway where the
Huntsville Stars played. Cheney is basically a big mound of concrete with very little inside to make it pleasant to either the players or fans.
It’s especially bad for a AAA ballpark—not even close to the caliber of the stadiums in Des Moines, Louisville, or Oklahoma City. [Brad
would go on to play home games in two of the nicest AAA parks in baseball—in Round Rock, Texas (outside Austin) and Des
Moines, Iowa. The park where he finished his career—in Rochester, New York—was new, but not especially nice.]
I’d written about two weeks ago and asked Brad to put my name on the pass list (which is free and easy for minor leaguers, but
treated as taxable income for major league players). I went up to the “will call” window and told the pleasant black girl working there that
I should be on the list. She checked her paper and checked again before discovering my name had been written in by hand (I think in
Brad’s handwriting) n the margin. Once she found it, she was happy to give me a ticket, and I quickly entered the stadium.
One nice thing at Cheney Stadium is that they give out free programs. Most places charge for the program, anywhere from $1
to $7.50. Given that the bulk of the program is advertising, it really should be free. The program here was a half-sheet magazine (the size
TV Guide was when I was a kid) with a scorecard, pictures and biographies of the players, and a couple of interesting filler articles.
There are only two small entrances from the concourse to the seating area. I made my way up one of them and attempted to
find my seat. I say “attempted” because the section that was printed on my ticket (“RB”, I think) didn’t exist in any of the labels. They had
sections named with single letters of the alphabet, sections named with numbers, and sections (the high-class seats in the first couple
rows) that had names like “FA”. Nothing anywhere had an “R” in it, though. I never did figure out for certain where I was supposed to go,
but I ended up in Section “B”, which appeared to be mostly comp tickets. I think the “R” may have indicated I was supposed to use the
right entrance rather than the left, but I’m not entirely sure. Fortunately, Cheney seems to be one of those parks (like Omaha, but not like
Des Moines) where no one really cares where you sit, as long as everyone involved in a switch is okay with it.
My first impression once inside the stadium was that this was just about the most unfriendly hitter’s park I’d ever seen. The entire
outfield was surrounded by a double-high sixteen-foot wall, and the distances to the outfield (450 feet to center) were longer than what
you’d find in most big league parks these days). You don’t get cheap home runs in a cavernous park like that.
The tarp was on the infield when I arrived, a clear indication that the game would not be starting on time. None of the players
was anywhere around, so I killed some time checking out the team store. This is another very positive feature of Cheney Stadium. Rather
like the run-down stadium in Beloit, Wisconsin where Brad played A-ball, Tacoma had an outstanding store. Just about anything you
could imagine putting a team logo on was available—all overpriced to be sure, but nothing absurdly expensive. It was probably good I
was traveling with just a single carry-on bag, or I’d have been tempted to buy out the place. [Having been to LOTS of baseball parks
mostly while following Brad, I’m amazed at just how bad the souvenir stores are at many of them. I’m no marketing expert, but
I could come up with way better trinkets than most of these stores offer.]
While the team store was good, the food concessions at Cheney were both boring and ridiculously expensive. My main purchase
was a bag of peanuts. It was a rip-off at $4, but at least it would last the whole night. Their prices for everything were pretty much identical
to what big league parks charge--$5 for almost every individual item (hot dog, pop, pizza slice, nachos) and as much as $10 for some
specialty foods. I’d spend quite a bit of time in the concession area (because it was covered, while almost everything else in the stadium
was exposed to rain), but I never found much of anything I wanted to buy. When I retuned to the seating bowl it was raining lightly, but
steadily. The players were just starting to come out of the clubhouse, and Brad saw me and waved me down to the field. He’s obviously
a popular player (currently the team leader in almost every offensive category), and while we talked kid after kid came up and asked for
his autograph. Brad was very willing to sign, but he insisted that the kids provide their own pens and that they be polite and orderly when
asking. His mother is an elementary teacher, and I think I saw a little of that personality coming out in him.
I hadn’t spoken with Brad since his wedding a year and a half ago, and it had been two full years since I’d seen him playing
baseball. (I was pleased to see him standing in the dugout in a big league uniform in Milwaukee last spring, but he didn’t play and I didn’t
get a chance to talk with him then.) We had a lot of catching up to do, and we had a very pleasant conversation. Both of us got thoroughly
soaked standing out in the rain, but it was enjoyable nonetheless. Brad genuinely seemed to enjoy having me come and definitely made
me feel welcome.

It rained harder and harder, which made me wonder again whether they’d actually be playing at all. Brad said the players had
been told it would be an 8:00 start, but that time came and went, and the rain hadn’t let up. Eventually it did fade to a drizzle. They rolled
away the tarp, and things finally got underway around 8:30 (10:30pm Central Time), an hour and a half late.
The “family” section was pretty empty tonight. Brad had told me his wife Jill would probably not be coming. She had a shoulder
problem, and the cold and rain was only likely to aggravate it. Pretty much all the other players’ wives and girlfriends were also smart
enough to either stay home or retreat to the very top of the stadium, which was covered by a small metal overhang. In fact the only other
person in Section B was the aunt of another player (Tommy Everidge) who happened to live in Tacoma. Her nephew (who is the same
age as Brad, but played college ball before going pro) spent most of his career with the Oakland A’s organization. Like Brad he had
advanced through the ranks and played briefly in the majors. Both had fallen out of favor with their respective teams and found a new
home in the Mariners system. Both were also playing better than a prospect named Brian Carp, who shared their first base and designated
hitter duties. (Brad also plays outfield, but apparently Tommy Everidge doesn’t.) [Carp apparently never panned out. In searching
for that name, no baseball player came up on the first page of results.]
Tommy Everidge wouldn’t play in most of tonight’s game. His only appearance was as a pinch hitter toward the end of the game,
and he struck out with an ugly swing in that at-bat. I sympathized with his aunt, because that’s exactly that’s exactly the sort of at-bats
Brad had in Milwaukee. I’m sure he’s not a bad player (there really are no bad players at this level), but Everidge looked horrible tonight.
[Like Brad, Everidge would spend a few more years in professional baseball. He played AAA ball with the Rangers, Astros, and
A’s organization and also played in independent leagues, but (again like Brad) he never returned to the majors. He’s currently
the hitting coach for an A-ball team in Stockton, California.]
Brad Nelson, on the other hand, had an outstanding night. In fact, this was one of the best games I’ve seen him play. He seemed
to be batting every time I turned around, seven total times tonight. He ended up 3 for 5 with two walks, and he also completed a double
play and had several other good plays at first base. He was a large part of the reason Tacoma narrowly defeated New Orleans tonight.

LEFT: Brad Nelson, getting ready to bat
RIGHT: Brad Nelson on the scoreboard at Cheney Stadium – Tacoma, Washington
(The scoreboard was apparently a major improvement to the stadium that was made just last year.)
This was a cold, cold night! [That’s been true at a surprising number of baseball games I’ve seen; it seems it’s always
either freezing or sweltering.] I had taken along a lightweight jacket, but I really could have used a parka. It was in the 40s through
most of the game, dropping down to 38o by the time the last pitch finally crossed the plate. Between that and the periodic rain, I was
shivering. There have been several cold games I’ve seen Brad play, and most of them he’s done well in. Maybe this is a good sign for
the future.
The game was fun, but it was long. It was about a quarter to midnight when the Rainiers finally won and pushing 12:30 when I
got back to the hotel. That’s 2:30am Central Time, more than twenty-two hours after I’d gotten up. It’s no surprise that I was in bed as
quickly as possible.

This was another short night. I’d made plans for the morning, so I was up right at 6:30. I quickly showered and then set out again
in the white Cobalt. I drove north on International Boulevard to highway 518, which is where the Tukwila light rail station is located. The
park-and-ride was almost entirely empty early on a Saturday, but I just drove right on past. I headed east on 518, which soon turned in to
Interstate 405. At some point in the distant past this was probably a beltway that bypassed Seattle far to the east. Today it’s the Eastside
Industrial Freeway, linking all those office parks the light rail bypassed, plus two different Boeing factories, the headquarters of Microsoft,
Costco, and Nintendo, and dozens of smaller companies and law firms that leech off the computer and aviation giants. I can’t imagine
how much traffic this outdated highway must carry at rush hour. Fortunately early on Saturday I was able to move right along.
I-405 is a much more scenic freeway than I-5. While the surrounding area is obviously quite heavily populated, for most of the
way the freeway itself goes through forest. There’s malls and strip business at every exit, and everything seems brand new. It will probably
look tacky in a couple decades, but for now everything is bright and shiny.
I made my way north past Kent, Auburn, and Renton, and eventually came to Bellevue, one of the fastest-growing cities in
America. In twenty-five years Bellevue has grown from nearly nothing to a city larger than Des Moines with its own downtown area whose
skyscrapers are nearly as tall as Seattle’s. Many people expect that on the 2010 census Bellevue will officially surpass Tacoma as the
“second city” of the Puget Sound metro area. The whole Seattle region is growing very fast. Seattle itself gained more than 100,000
people in the last decade (while most central cities were stable or declining), and the metro area supposedly grew by nearly half a million.
It’s one of the few places that has continued to grow since the bank collapse two years ago.
I turned west at
Bellevue
on
Washington
highway 520, a pseudoexpressway with four narrow
lanes walled in by cement
barriers. The main part of
highway 520 is one of two
floating bridges that cross
Lake Washington between
Seattle and its eastern
suburbs. Apparently the lake
floor is unstable and the
swampy shoreline doesn’t lend
itself to building a pier, so the
bridges literally float—tethered
in sections to the land-based
part of the highway. It’s kind of
strange to cross the lake right
at water level rather than
towering above it like you do
on most modern bridges. The
narrow lanes and cement wall
really gave me a hemmed-in
feeling, though.
This is apparently
bumper-to-bumper at rush
hour, but fortunately traffic was
Floating bridge on highway 520 between Bellevue and Seattle
light this morning. I took the first Seattle exit and followed Montlake Boulevard northward across the University of Washington campus. It
looked like any other college campus, with nothing that really stood out in any way.

Right at the intersection of Montlake and 45 th
Street was my first destination of the morning. This was
the original location of a local chain called
Burgermaster. While their name implies they specialize
in burgers, they also offer traditional diner-style
breakfasts. I’d read several good reviews of the place,
and since the Clarion didn’t offer a free breakfast, I
figured it would be interesting to see what Burgermaster
had to offer.
The building itself was a trip back to my
childhood. Except for the prices, I don’t think anything
about the place has changed since the ‘70s. Every
surface is formica or naugahyde, mostly in a burnt
orange color that hasn’t been manufactured for
decades. There was a clouded glass skylight, and
above the tables were wicker baskets of fake greenery
that someone decades ago must have thought would
add a “natural” touch. While I chuckled a bit walking in
Website view of Burgermaster sign
there, I couldn’t help but notice that the place had
obviously been well cared for. It may be old, but the restaurant is in very good shape—much better than the monorail, for instance.
You can get anything at Burgermaster to go (and other locations offer car-hop service), but at least at breakfast everyone
appears to sit down to eat. You order at a counter (which looks more like something you’d see at a doughnut shop than a burger joint)
and then take a seat. You aren’t even given a number, but somehow the staff remember who’s sitting where and what they ordered.
I ordered a ham and eggs combo and coffee. The old Mexican man at the counter gave me a cut glass coffee mug that was
another blast from the past. I always worry about drinking hot beverages out of glass containers, having once had one shatter on me.
This one had obviously held up for decades, though, and it survived my breakfast as well. The coffee was strong and flavorful, precisely
what I’d expect in Seattle and a very nice start to my day.
My meal soon arrived on a stoneware plate (one of the “longs” we used to serve food on at the Iris). The ham was outstanding,
a thick slab of real ham that I’d expect for Easter dinner rather than a quick weekend breakfast. They fried it to create a crispy skin, but
inside it was moist and tender. The eggs were perfectly cooked, and there were crispy hash browns and a nicely toasted English muffin
with marionberry jelly on the side. This all cost about half of what I paid for the less than memorable breakfast at Chili’s yesterday. It was
good value and a truly outstanding meal.
They had a large collection of newspaper vending machines outside Burgermaster, and I picked up the Tacoma News—Herald
mostly to have the “official” record of the game I’d seen last night. After looking at the sports section, I browsed through the rest of the
paper. The lead story was about an increase in gang violence in Tacoma. Apparently the Crips, who have reached a truce with their rivals
in L.A., are still a problem in Washington state. It was a bit disturbing that a lot of the violence had been quite near the area where Brad
and Jill live. … I pondered whether it was a good or a bad thing that the Tacoma Rainiers’ main team color is blue, which also happens
to be the color of the Crips.
I left Burgermaster via 45th St. Before the trip I’d checked out two possible routes to the place in online mapping services, and I
was very glad I came and left the ways I had. If I’d tried the trip in reverse it would have been much harder to get to the place because of
the awkward way 45th Street and Montlake Boulevard intersect. I lucked out, though, and this was an easy trip both directions.
45th Street runs arrow-straight through eastern Seattle. That stood out, because the area around the University of Washington
is extremely hilly. Several times I stopped at lights and had to slam down hard on the brakes to make sure I’d stay put and then gun the
engine to start out again. There were a lot of people riding bikes this morning, something I can’t imagine would be at all pleasant with all
those steep hills.
I turned south onto I-5 at a very strange exit where three different side streets all merged onto the same ramp. I drove a couple
miles south to downtown Seattle and then made another awkward exit onto Interstate 90. I supposedly followed another floating bridge
back across Lake Washington, but on the eight-lane I-90 bridge I barely even noticed there was water around me. Frequent signs advised
me that I-90 was “a Washington green highway”. In several places they’d built overpasses to nowhere above the interstate and planted
trees and flowers to give the highway a park-like feeling. In addition to that the green highway label apparently also guarantees that there
is access to alternative fuels and electric car charging stations at least every thirty miles along the entire route.
I turned north again on I-405 and headed back through downtown Bellevue. Shortly after I turned onto I-405 I saw an ambulance
in otherwise empty diamond lane to the left of the northbound side. It was driving along at the same speed as other traffic (they appear
to strictly enforce a 60mph maximum throughout metro Seattle) when suddenly it switched on its flashing lights and made a left exit off
the freeway. (All the diamond lane exits are to the left.) Obviously they got a call just then. I hope it was nothing too serious.
The suburbs got even newer and nicer as I continued north from Bellevue. Kirkland, Redmond, and Bothell come across as the
sort of place where rich people live on acreages. (There are, however, plenty of cheaply built apartments close to the freeway to remind
you that this is suburbia rather than a rural area.) North of there I briefly passed through a state park where the most prominent feature

was an enormous sign at the Snohomish County line advising “LEAVING APPLE MAGGOT QUARANTINE AREA”. I hadn’t realized I’d
even entered the apple maggot quarantine area. I’ve certainly had my share of maggoty apples over the years, but in this age of pesticides
they’re a lot less common than they used to be.
At its north end I-405 again changed numbers when it crossed over Interstate 5. Here it turns into highway 525 (500+ numbers
are almost always bad semi-freeways in Washington), which leads past a series of malls to the suburb of Mukilteo. This appears to be
where the north side of Seattle goes to shop, and it’s also where a lot of them work. Right on the border between Mukilteo and Everett
was my main destination for the morning, the main Boeing factory.
For about a decade now Boeing’s actual headquarters have been in Chicago (which is conveniently also home to its largest
customer, United Airlines), and they have major manufacturing facilities in St. Louis, Wichita, Birmingham, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, El Paso,
and Los Angeles. This is still primarily a Seattle-based company, though, and their Everett plant remains the largest factory (and indeed
the largest building of any kind) on earth.
The Boeing visitor’s center is called the Future of Flight. While it’s right off highway 525, it’s surprisingly awkward to get to. The
museum is located behind a hotel (a Country Inn and Suites), and you have to drive through the hotel entrance to get to Boeing. Just
beyond the museum is a huge security gate that marks the actual entrance to the factory. I assume Boeing must have the franchise for
the hotel, which is presumably where they put up people doing business with the company. It’s a really weird set-up, though.
I had purchased a ticket online for the museum and factory tour. I went in and scanned the barcode from my ticket at a reader
to enter the galleries. The museum was not uninteresting, but really it’s just a place to kill time while you wait for your tour to begin. What
I found most interesting about it was that to watch short films about their various airplanes, you entered little theaters and sat down in
airplane seats. I suppose there’s no shortage of these around the place, and they might as well outfit the museum with what they have
on hand.
They attempt to make the museum interactive with a number of exhibits where you can re-scan your barcode to “personalize”
things. I never really did figure out what that was supposed to do, and frankly I found the constant requests to scan the barcode annoying.
The exhibits were quite interesting, though. It was fascinating to see a jet engine up close. Even flying in a seat over the wing, I’d never
really known just how enormous the engines were—from eight to as much as twenty feet in diameter. It’s also fascinating just how thin
the fuselage of an airplane is. A standard cardboard box is thicker than the little shell that’s pressurized and then speeds through the air.
It’s amazing such a thin piece of metal can be so incredibly strong.
Another display was the first commercial 707 jet (impossibly small by today’s standards), which went into service on PanAm in
1955. The seating configuration was generous by today’s standards—more like the legroom you’d find on a train than what you get on
modern airplanes. They apparently seated only 37 passengers on the first 707, though later versions would hold more than 70.
They compare various types of aircraft, show what each is primarily used for, and give the advantages and disadvantages to
airlines of using different planes. It’s a fairly balanced presentation, but it’s hardly a surprise that they find more advantages to their own
planes than those of their competitors.
While the place is called “Future of Flight”, there’s really surprisingly little that delves into the next generation of aircraft. They do
discuss the 787 (Boeing’s newest product) at length, and they also have exhibits on concepts that will probably never happen (at least
not in a way “normal” people can experience them) like fully-enclosed self-contained sleeping pods for overnight flights.
After giving the museum the once-over, it was time for the tour. To take the Boeing factory tour, you must verify that you have
no electronic devices of any kind with you. They really seem to have an obsession with this. There’s no cell phones, no recording devices,
and no cameras. The only electronics they confirmed were allowed were pacemakers and electronic car keys. I’d read this ahead of time
and left my phone and camera in the car, but obviously other people don’t realize the restrictions. They have lockers where you can leave
prohibited items, but even with that the ticket-takers had to scold a number of people as they entered.
Like pretty much every industrial tour, the Boeing tour begins with a film. They begin with what they call “the first business trip
to Puget Sound”, when Captain George Vancouver sailed from London in 1792. His state-of-the-art ship traveled with record speed, but
the journey to America was still a round-the-world trip that took nearly a year. By contrast, an airplane flying from Seattle can reach
London, Tokyo, and even Sydney the same day (not accounting for the International Date Line). Modern business, they point out, could
not function without high-speed travel. That’s really about all they said in the film, but it was an interesting presentation.
We exited to the front of the theater, went outside (where it was again dripping rain), and boarded a Grey Line bus. The bus
paused briefly at the security gate and then whisked us across the compound. I’d noticed the large factory from the museum, but I hadn’t
really grasped just how enormous it was until we were right beside it. When it was first built to assemble 747s, this was already the biggest
building in the world (in terms of volume). It’s been added onto many times since and now the main building (divided into several sections)
is roughly a mile long and ranges from a quarter mile to half a mile wide. The whole plant is tall enough to comfortably accommodate
jumbo-jets, with elevators serving six above-ground levels, plus multiple basements. There are a number of smaller buildings on-site,
plus Boeing’s own private airport. It’s honestly hard to describe just how enormous the whole facility is.
Our tour guide was a good old boy from Missouri who pointed out his own jokes in an annoying way but was also quite
knowledgeable and communicated information well. There’s a fine line between giving enough information that people feel they’ve learned
something and giving so much that people are bored by technical details. He managed to balance that pretty well.

The Everett plant does final assembly on all of Boeing’s wide-body planes (the 747, 767, 777, and 787). Narrow-body 737s and
757s are made at their assembly plant in Renton, south of Bellevue and just east of SEA airport. The Renton plant doesn’t give tours—
which makes sense, since it’s the big planes that pretty much everyone wants to see.
There actually wasn’t much going on at the factory on a weekend morning. They run three shifts and employ over 30,000 people
on weekdays, but on Saturdays they just have a skeletal staff that mostly does maintenance on the tools and machinery they use for
assembly. That was mostly a good thing. It made it quieter and easier to actually see the machines and planes.
Our first stop was at the 747 assembly station. We went downstairs to a tunnel, where the guide mentioned in passing that the
entire factory was sitting on a six-foot thick pad of concrete. That pad formed the top of the tunnel. It was kind of unsettling to think of the
weight of both that concrete and numerous jumbo-jets all being above me, but the building has held up for 42 years now, which hopefully
means it’s safe.
We went up in a freight elevator to a platform overlooking the assembly floor. Airplanes are made on an assembly line of sorts.
The plane is towed in sequence through a series of separate stations (eight all together, I think), with different parts added at each one.
At the first station pieces of fuselage are riveted together to make a long, empty tube. It looks more and more like a plane as it progresses
through the other stations, and by the time the last station is finished, the plane is ready to fly.
It’s interesting that even today almost all airplane assembly is done with rivets. The guide noted that Boeing was the original
home of Rosie the Riveter (though I’ve heard that attributed to other companies as well), and he said the reason parts are riveted is that
rivets give airplanes flexibility while welds will break under the stress of repeated take-offs and landings. Following the reference to Rosie,
he noted that Boeing is entirely a union shop, and throughout the history of the company they’ve paid equal wages to both sexes. Currently
experienced machinists at Boeing earn around $30 an hour.
I still remember reading about “the airplane of the future” in My Weekly Reader when I was a kid. 747s have definitely stood the
test of time. They first flew commercially in 1970, and forty years later Boeing still has a multi-year backlog of orders. While they were
originally designed to haul huge numbers of passengers (as many as 570 in one unfortunate configuration), today almost all the 747s
they sell are cargo planes. From the factory’s point of view, the main difference between a cargo plane and a passenger jet is cosmetic;
there’s no windows and no seats on the cargo model. Shippers love them because semi trucks can easily drive up a ramp and drop
shipping containers in the hold, and there’s practically no limit to the weight a 747 can carry. (The guide pointed out that the space shuttle
is actually one of the lighter loads it hauls.)

Website view of 777 assembly at the Boeing factory – on a much busier production day than the one when I visited

Pilots apparently love 747s. The guide told us that, but I’ve also heard it from less biased sources in the past. Apparently they’re
one of the easiest planes there is to fly. They’re enormous, but they maneuver more easily than planes a fraction their size. Their size
also gives them stability; of all the planes flying today, they’re the least affected by wind and turbulence.
Noting that some of the original 747s are still in service four decades later, the guide commented on how long aircraft are
designed to last. Modern planes are rated for between 80,000 and 100,000 take-offs and landings, which with regular maintenance will
allow for between sixty and ninety years of service. He noted that there are hundreds of 707s from the ‘50s and ‘60s that are still in
service, and even some Douglas DC-3s that date back to World War II are still being used on commercial routes in remote areas (mostly
northern Canada and central Asia). Wouldn’t it be nice if cars would last so long!
[747s are still just about my favorite plane. They’ve been discontinued on almost every passenger route because they
use too much fuel to be competitive. They’re attractive planes, though, and they’re comfortable to fly in. They also embody
that spirit of futuristic optimism that we haven’t seen since the Space Age.]
After seeing the 747 facility, the bus took us to a different part of the factory where we again went down to a tunnel and up in an
elevator. This particular elevator was plastered with signs that urged employees not to divulge company secrets. I forget the exact wording
(and of course have no record of it, since I couldn’t bring a camera with me) but it was basically the corporate equivalent of “Loose Lips
Sink Ships”.
Our viewing platform this time overlooked the 777 and 787 assembly stations. The 777 is the standard plane for intercontinental
passenger trips these days. It can seat nearly as many as a 747, but it has the advantage of having just two engines instead of four,
which makes it consume far less fuel. The 777 is used almost exclusively in passenger service; passengers weigh far less than freight,
so the comparatively limited power of those two engines is less of a problem. [777s aren’t unpleasant planes to fly in, but they just
don’t feel as grand as 747s.]
The 787, called the “Dreamliner” by the company, is just starting commercial production, having flown its first test flight in late
2009. It’s a mid-sized plane, similar to a 767 and just slightly larger (mostly due to the wide body) than the 757 I’d flown in on. Like the
777, fuel economy is one of the big marketing features of the 787. Boeing notes that these planes use less fuel per passenger than it
would take to drive the same distance. (That assumes the planes are full, of course, and I’d bet it also assumes each passenger drives
separately. It’s still an interesting fact, though.) The other big feature of the 787 is its range. It’s the first commercial jet capable of flying
without refueling between any two airports on earth. They’re expecting routes like New York—Melbourne (appx. 20 hours nonstop) to be
a popular use for the plane. That route currently doesn’t exist; the best routing is JFK-LAX-MEL, and with the transfer it takes right at 24
hours. Apparently the longest possible flights are actually from South America to China and Europe to the South Pacific, and they’re also
expecting routes like Santiago—Beijing and London—Auckland to be markets for the 787.
The guide’s final question addressed the cost of planes, which can run from $40 million to as much as $300 million. The cost is
payable in U.S. dollars, normally in three equal installments—one at order, one at the start of assembly, and one at delivery. It’s unusual
for private citizens to order Boeing planes, but they can do so, subject to the same terms as airlines and governments. Boeing’s best
customer at present is ANA, or All Nippon Airways of Japan. Their best-selling plane ever is the 737 (6,800 produced since 1967 and
more than 2,000 more on order—there are 1,250 737s in the air at any given minute), but the 787 has been the fastest selling plane of
all time by any company (nearly a thousand ordered in less than three years from their initial announcement).

A “Dreamlifter” (modified 747 that an entire 787 fuselage can fit inside of) at the Boeing factory – Everett, Washington
[There were numerous problems with the first 787s that were delivered, which created a wave of bad publicity for
Boeing. They appear to have solved most of these, and the plane is in operation on some of the long-distance routes I
mentioned earlier.)
The bus took us back to the gift shop, where I picked up some postcards and a 747 coffee mug. Then I made my way back to
the parking lot (where they don’t have photo prohibitions) and snapped a couple of photos.
[The Boeing factory was easily the non-baseball highlight of this trip, and it’s one of the coolest places I’ve visited
anywhere. I’d certainly recommend that anyone who goes to the Seattle area take the tour.]

I left the Boeing factory via highway 526. A taxiway that leads from the main factory to the paint hangar runs right over that
freeway. I turned south on I-5 (toward the destination “Seattle” rather than “Vancouver, B.C.”) Once on the interstate, the main southbound
destination was actually Portland, probably because Seattle was only about twenty miles away.
It was no longer early morning, and traffic was heavy on Interstate 5. There are copious lanes, though (a minimum of ten between
Everett and Seattle, with three more lanes running express in Seattle itself), and everything moved right along at the requisite 60mph.
I exited at Mercer Avenue, which is marked as the exit for Seattle Center. It’s an awkward exit, and the route from the interstate
over to the Space Needle area is a bizarre string of one-ways, which practically route you in a complete circle. Eventually I made my way
to my destination, the 5th Avenue Garage just east of the Experience Music Project. The nice thing about the lack of popularity of the
Seattle Center area is that parking there is comparatively cheap. Most of the downtown lots and ramps charge $5 an hour, while at Seattle
Center that same five bucks buys a full day of parking. Even paying for a round-trip on the monorail (and I could certainly have walked,
but I was a bit pressed for time), I came out ahead parking here. The underground ramp was strange to navigate, but I was able to park
the car without too much problem.
I walked over to the monorail
station and bought a ticket. I noticed that
the attendant had placed a tip jar in the
window, but I didn’t bother to put
anything in it. Tip jars are everywhere in
Seattle. Half the people here seem to
work bad service jobs, and they’re all
living beyond their means. I don’t mind
tipping people who provide a genuine
service (actually I do, but I’ve learned to
live with it), but handing over a ticket is
definitely not a tip-worthy job. Indeed I
think the clerk should be thankful that
she hasn’t been replaced by a vending
machine.
Pretty much everyone riding the
monorail today was tourists—myself
included, of course. As so often
happens, I seemed confident in what I
was doing, so people assumed I was a
local. One person asked me where the
monorail went, and another asked for
connecting information downtown. I
was able to answer both questions
easily—which is pretty much how it
always goes when people ask me
things when I travel.
I soon caught a downtown
train. I was pleased to get a seat at the
very front. That gave a really cool view
of the whole route. One of the neatest
parts is at the very beginning, when the
tracks tunnel through a hole in the
middle of the Experience Music Project
building. The Frank Gehry landmark
may be ugly, but taking a train right
through the center of it is pretty cool.
Sitting right next to the driver
also allowed me to see how the
monorail operated. Mostly the driver
operates things using a touchscreen
(I’m betting they originally used push
buttons), and the buttons on the screen
were essentially limited to “Go” and
“Stop”. There’s also a lever that appears
to just be a “dead man’s brake” that the
driver has to keep his hands on in order
for the train to move.
While it’s theoretically a
monorail, in reality the train moves on

ABOVE: The monorail tracks tunnel through the
Experience Music Project – Seattle Center
BELOW: Monorail driver in downtown Seattle

wheels that run above and below tracks installed on the sides of the concrete supports. (You can see the tracks on the support at the left
side of the picture of the Experience Music Project.) The wheels are on both sides of the tooth-shaped train cars. That means there are
actually four metal rails that guide each car, though the name comes from the one concrete support.
I took the monorail to Westlake. While the crowd coming off the train headed to the mall, I took an auxiliary exit that led down
some back steps to the street. At the bottom of the steps was a Canadian couple who were trying to lug some very heavy luggage up
those steps. I’m not sure where they were going with luggage on the monorail, but I pointed out to them that there was an elevator just
around the corner. They seemed grateful, and I made my way down to the transit tunnel.
There was a long line at the light rail ticket machine near where I entered. I noticed there was another machine at the opposite
end of the station with no line, though, so I bolted for that one. Once again I think I must have just missed a train, becaus e this time I
waited nearly fifteen minutes before one finally arrived.
I took the train south pas the transit tunnel to Stadium station, which is named after nearby Safeco Field and Qwest Field, the
twin retractable-roof stadiums that replaced the old Kingdome. As the crow flies it’s not far from Stadium station to either stadium.
Unfortunately, between the station and the stadiums are the interchange of I-5 and I-90 and tracks belonging to Amtrak and the BNSF
Railroad. They could have built a skywalk that led directly from the station to Safeco Field, avoiding all the obstacles. Instead they take
you up and down and up and down. Once I finally made it across the no man’s land, I still had to round two full sides of the stadium to
reach my destination. Stadium station may seem close to Safeco Field, but in fact it was a good fifteen minute walk away. (Later in the
summer I’d visit the new Target Field in Minneapolis, which has a light rail and commuter rail stations literally attached to it. Minneapolis
also has a station across the street from the old Metrodome, and the sports venue light rail stations in St. Louis and Los Angeles are also
just outside the door. It’s too bad Seattle couldn’t have built something equally convenient.)
My destination was the Seattle Mariners team store, though not because I had any great desire to buy Mariners memorabilia.
(Perhaps when Brad gets called up to Seattle [which never happened], but for the moment—no.) Instead I was here to add Safeco to
the list of ballparks I’ve toured.
The tour began in a cramped second-floor room of the store. I think the main purpose of this place is to provide an entry to the
store from the main part of the ballpark during games. Various baseball memorabilia is displayed here, all theoretically for sale, but at
prices that only a software mogul could afford.
There were three different guides on this tour. The three started out together (and seemed to sort of be in each other’s way), but
later they separated the big group into smaller sections, with each guide taking one part. Two of the guides were old geezers, while one
was a blonde college girl who was doing a summer internship at the ballpark. One of the old men kept trying to impress a number of
Japanese tourists in the group by constantly saying some greeting or pleasantry in Japanese. It was clear his pronunciation was way off,
and most of the tourists didn’t really seem to understand what he was saying. They were polite and humored him, though. When they
divided up the groups, I made a beeline for the college girl, who seemed to be both the most pleasant and the best informed of the guides.
That was unfortunately the biggest group, though, and they re-assigned me to one of the old men.

Self-portrait of David Burrow – Safeco Field, Seattle

I’ve toured a lot of
ballparks over the years, and
some of those tours have been
quite interesting. Safeco Field
seemed to be a nice park, but the
tour was one of the most
worthless I’d seen. We first went
down to the dugout. While it was
kind of cool to see the place Brad
may be spending some time in
the coming months and years, we
spent way too long there—more
than half an hour, when ten
minutes would have sufficed for
all the pictures people wanted to
take. I spent most of the extra
time looking out over the field,
which I couldn’t help but notice
was very hitter-friendly—the
exact opposite of the AAA park in
Tacoma. The distances to the
outfield are 25 to 50 feet shorter
than they are at Cheney Stadium,
and the walls are the minimum
eight feet high. There’s a reason
Ken Griffey, Jr. hit so many
homers here.

I also spent a lot of time watching a group of Hispanic women cleaning the seats. They’d already hosed down the whole stadium
and picked up all the trash that had accumulated from last night’s game. Now these women were going around with rags and bottles of
Windex and polishing every single one of the 47,116 seats in the stadium. [I noted all the tip jars in Seattle earlier. It’s sad that
people like these women work harder than almost anyone else in the city, yet they never receive any type of gratuity.]
It was also somewhat interesting to see the instant replay booth, where umpires can go to review disputed calls. This is just a
locked metal box that apparently has a TV inside. Baseball has only allowed instant replay for a couple of years now, and it’s still used
only in the rarest of circumstances. A couple weeks after this visit the TV networks would go crazy replaying video of a would-be perfect
game that was spoiled when the first base official called a runner safe. In the TV footage that runner was clearly out (which the umpire
admitted—though the call stood), but it was likely not nearly so obvious from the official’s angle. The replay booth was not used in that
case, which was about the most controversial call this year. That gives you an idea of just how frequently it is used.
We next went to the postgame interview room, which was the one unique and interesting place we saw. What was fascinating
about it was that it’s actually just a theatrical set, literally a stage with different backdrops they can use for various occasions. There’s
theatrical lighting and fixed TV cameras (that aren’t a whole lot different from security cameras) overhead and folding chairs where the
reporters sit set up in front of the stage. There are many ways in which sports is theatre, and this certainly drove that point home.
[Something else interesting was that the backdrop was remarkably banged up. It surprised me just what bad shape it was in.]
The other things we saw were the ceremonial first pitch warm-up area, which amounted to two stripes painted on the concrete
of a hallway exactly 60 feet, 6 inches apart. Apparently they’d had complaints that too many of the first pitch honorees weren’t able to get
the ball across the plate, so they added this warm-up area. There was absolutely nothing to see there, but the guide acted as if it were a
major highlight of the stadium. [Years ago on the one occasion I had the dubious honor of throwing out the first pitch to open the
baseball season at Garrigan, I was grateful the Ben Geelan, the catcher, was able to make it look as if my low and outside pitch
was better than it was. I did manage to get it up to the area near the plate, though.]
We walked past the “green room” where families wait for players after games. We didn’t go in there, but we could see a sign on
the door indicating what it was. We did go into the Diamond Club, a high-priced bar buried in the bowels of the stadium where rich people
apparently go to watch the game on TV. The guide went on forever about all the various memorabilia that was supposedly on display at
the Diamond Club. That might have been interesting, had any of the memorabilia actually been genuine. Instead it was all reproductions
of historic photographs. Some of them were interesting, but I’ve been to cheaper sports bars that had more authentic memorabilia. [There
really was nothing noteworthy about the Diamond Club that made it necessary to be part of the tour. I really have no idea why
it was included.]
Almost every tour I’ve been on featured a luxury suite, and the Mariners took us to their owner’s suite. It’s interesting that the
majority owner of the team has never actually been to Seattle, nor to a baseball game, for that matter. Fifty-one percent of the company,
however, is owned by an elderly Japanese gentleman who made his fortune transforming Nintendo from a manufacturer of playing cards
to the world’s largest videogame company. Hiroshi Yamauchi, who is Brad’s ultimate boss, is afraid of flying. He has vowed, however,
that if the Mariners ever make it to the World Series he will sail from Kyoto to Seattle for the event.
The owner’s suite looked like any other luxury suite in any ballpark anywhere. The suites are among the worst places in the
ballpark to actually see a game; they’re high up and mostly far to the sides. Pretty much no one who uses the suites actually cares about
the game, though. The purpose of such places has nothing to do with sports; they are places that rich people entertain other rich people
and make business deals. Because of that, they look a lot like the meeting rooms at a nice hotel—lots of marble and silk and brass—and
above all lots of pretense.
[A couple years after this, when Brad played with the Iowa Cubs I was able to sit in the owners suite in Des Moines on
a couple of occasions. That was thanks to the generosity of the Cubs’ owners (primarily former Register and USA Today
publisher Michael Gartner) who decided on a couple of below zero nights when the ballpark was nearly empty to let the players’
“families” (a group in which I was included) sit in a heated area. The owners’ suite at Principal Park has the advantage that it
is next to the pressbox, overlooking home plate. It’s still very distant, though, and you end up watching the game on TV rather
than really feeling like you’re there live.]
The most interesting thing we saw in the owner’s suite was an army of black-clad Asian women setting up an elegant buffet.
The main attraction to the luxury suites appears to be unlimited food and drink [which unfortunately was not provided when I was in
the Cubs’ suite]. The buffet they were setting up here was definitely not traditional ballpark food. There were trays and trays of different
hors d’oeuvres, maybe half a dozen salads, and a wide assortment of luncheon sandwiches. The main course options included roast
pork, rotisserie chicken, skewers of some sort of mystery meat, broiled salmon, and some sort of pasta (which was likely vegetarian).
There was a wide assortment of side dishes and a collection of elegantly plated desserts in miniature sizes that encouraged diners to
take more than one. No one told us what renting a suite cost, and I assume it’s the sort of thing where if you have to ask, you can’t afford
it. Then again, in a park where hot dogs, pretzels, and pop cost $5 (each) and mixed drinks start at $12, an elegant buffet with open bar
might actually be good value. [I still don’t know the specifics in Seattle, but at many parks that’s true. When shared by a party, a
suite typically costs $50 or so per person, and it doesn’t take all that much food to make it pay for itself.]
Our last stop was the pressbox, which is also obligatory on every ballpark tour. Again they spent far too long there, taking time
to point out each ding in the plaster from a foul ball that had made its way indoors. They paused on the way out to show us a bit more
baseball memorabilia—which this time was the backdrop for one of the concession stands.

There were a number of
other things it would have been
interesting to see. The clubhouses
and
training
rooms
were
understandably off limits on a game
day, but it would have been
interesting to see things like the
inner workings of the retractable
roof or the kitchen where they cater
that buffet. Other tours have also
showed more “behind the scenes”
areas, like the scoreboard control
room, the organ, warehouses, bat
storage,
mailrooms,
offices,
recycling and waste management,
and daycare centers. They billed
this tour as “behind the scenes”, but
it really was more an “up close” look
at things you’d see if you went to a
game or even watched one on TV.
Once we returned to the
gift shop I quickly made my way to
the exit. My plan was to re-trace my
steps to the light rail station, but it
soon became clear that would be
impossible. Safeco Field is right
next door to another retractable-roof
Soccer fans leaving Qwest Field
stadium, Qwest Field. (Why they needed two separate stadiums to replace the Kingdome, I have no clue—but no one asked me for
input.) The latter is primarily home to the Seattle Sea Hawks football team, but in summer they apparently play professional soccer here
as well. Today’s game apparently started at noon (probably to be convenient for a TV schedule in the East), because it was letting out
right when my tour finished. Thousands and thousands of soccer fans were spilling out into the area between the two stadiums, many of
them headed toward the light rail station. I deduced that it was unlikely I’d be able to catch a train soon (and if I did, it would be
uncomfortable at best), so I joined a different sea of soccer fans headed toward downtown.
Major League Soccer is not a sport I follow at all. While it was no surprise that Seattle would have a team, I certainly couldn’t
have told you that their name was the Sounders. The Sounders have a very unfortunate choice of team colors. The primary color is a
shade of green that’s somewhere between avocado and vomit, with perhaps just a hint of the lime in those safety vests construction
workers wear. [They apparently call the color “rave”.] Their secondary colors are teal (which appears on all the Seattle sports team
uniforms, for some reason) and a shade of yellow that looks more like urine than lemon [basically Mountain Dew color]. There was
apparently a T-shirt giveaway at the game today, because the entire mob spilling out of the stadium was clad in avocado-colored T-shirts
with advertising for the Xbox 360 game system on them. A lot of fans also green and yellow scarves (you don’t know how much I want to
describe those colors with two vulgar words that both begin with “P”), which I’d bet were some previous giveaway.
The soccer fans in Seattle were not at all who I expected to be coming out of the stadium. While I’ve never personally been to a
soccer game (at any level) in my life [nor do I have any desire to ever go to one], I was aware that Major League Soccer existed from
trips I’d made to Chicago, New York, and Los Angeles. In those cities soccer is something Hispanic people watch. You have to search to
even find a mention of soccer in the Chicago Tribune or the Los Angeles Times, but it’s always the main sports headline in Hoy and La
Opinión. I’m not sure I saw a single Hispanic person in the crowd leaving Qwest Field. What I saw instead was the children of the “soccer
mom” generation—countless white twenty-something white boys who had been raised as spoiled brats in the suburbs. Even as “adults”
these kids probably still spend most of their time playing Xbox, and I’m sure they cared about the game more as a social occasion than
a sports event. [Last year I went to a lacrosse game in St. Paul, and the crowd was similar.]
The soccer fans created chaos throughout downtown Seattle. The crowd itself was annoying, but compounding it was the fact
that Seattleites are SLOW pedestrians. They’d get trampled in Chicago or New York. They also seem honest to a fault at crosswalks.
They wait … and wait … and wait for a walk light, even if there is a green light showing in their direction and a red light for opposing
traffic. It also didn’t help that at some of the busier intersections there were police directing traffic, but the officers didn’t seem terribly
competent at what they were doing. They made a windmill of gestures, none of which really seemed to indicate which direction was
supposed to go when. A group of people that included me got scolded when we misunderstood one officer’s gestures and crossed when
he apparently wanted us to stop.
I took a break from wading through the crowds by slipping into a pleasant little park that happened to be right off my route. This
tiny park has a sign that marks its location as the birthplace of UPS, the global shipping firm. I had no clue UPS was even from Seattle
[their headquarters today are in suburban Atlanta, and their biggest hub is in Louisville], but I certainly enjoyed their park. It had
a very Asian feel, similar to the Japanese gardens we saw in Hawaii a year ago.

Waterfall marking the birthplace of UPS – Seattle, Washington
While the central part is quite nice, the fringes of downtown Seattle are really quite sleazy. I passed under the marquees of adult
theatres, the blackened windows of questionable bookstores, rough-looking bars I’d bet are intended as hooker pick-up joints, and “family”
motels from the ‘50s where these days no one stays a full night. This was all mixed in with yuppie coffee bars and trendy boutiques. It’s
remarkably similar to Vancouver (which is, of course, just three hours north of here), and both places it struck me as odd that they’d mix
gentrification with sleaze.
Eventually I made my way north to a major downtown Seattle attraction, Pike Place Market. This is Seattle’s version of Navy
Pier or South Street Seaport or Faneuil Hall, a historic building that has been converted into a bunch of tacky tourist shops. There’s still
an active fish and green market at Pike Place, but that is certainly incidental to the tourist trap that surrounds it. I wandered around a bit,
but I didn’t buy a thing and found nothing I that much interested me. [This is THE place you’re supposed to see in Seattle, but I
certainly have no clue why.]
Not far from Pike Place is the main downtown shopping area. I stopped at exactly one store here, Nordstrom Rack. This is the
clearance center for the snooty department store I’d been to yesterday. I’d been in a similar store on State Street in Chicago and found
some good bargains there, so I thought this one would be work checking out. They did have some reasonable deals here, but it was a
difficult store to shop in. The place was crowded beyond belief, and merchandise was strewn about in no particular order—pretty much
the exact opposite of the “real” Nordstrom’s down the street. My only purchase here was underwear, a strange souvenir of Seattle, but
something I’ve been needing. [I believe I’d gotten a Nordstrom’s scrip card before the trip, so I all but had to buy something, and
underwear was an easy thing I knew I’d use.]
I walked over to the Westlake and debated whether to walk or take the monorail back to Seattle Center. The weather was
threatening again, so I opted to pay my two bucks for the train. I made my way back to the parking ramp and took quite a bit of time
figuring out the machine they had there to pay for parking. I’m sure they saved lots of money laying off their booth collectors, but the result
was definitely not a convenience for the public. The machines were needlessly complicated, and they had difficulty accepting the bills
they were supposed to take. Eventually I was able to pay, though, and before long I was on my way. [These unmanned pay stations
are becoming ubiquitous in big cities, and I find them annoying pretty much everywhere. They seem to have been designed by
the same people who created the transit vending machines, while an ATM designer would have been a better choice.]
It took quite a while to get out of the parking ramp, because there was quite a traffic jam on the streets around Seattle Center.
This was mostly due to construction in the area, which had reduced three lanes of traffic down to one. Eventually I made it onto the street,
and I followed signs toward I-5. Mercer Street, which heads eastward from Seattle Center, has a very awkward interchange with Interstate
5. The interstate is built into the side of a cliff at this point. I curved through a very old tunnel under the freeway and then entered from
the left. I was amazed that I was able to merge without an accident, but I made it through okay.
I drove right straight through downtown and on southward to the airport. Traffic flowed right along on I-5, and I made it down
there with no problem at all. When I got to my room, I found that the electronic key wouldn’t open the door, so I had to go back to the
desk to get it re-programmed. The woman at the desk didn’t even ask for identification when I told her the key wouldn’t work. That
bothered me a bit, but when I got back to the room, all my stuff was still there.

Interstate 5 near the Seattle—Tacoma International Airport
I dumped the stuff I’d accumulated in my room and then walked over to the airport park-and-ride. I wasn’t planning to take the
train, but I’d read that there were airline check-in machines in the skywalk between the station and the terminal. I figured it would be more
convenient to get the boarding pass for my return flight now than very early tomorrow morning. There were indeed several self check-in
machines in the skywalk, each of which was designed to serve many different airlines. Unfortunately, every last one of the machines was
broken. I kept on walking into the main terminal and eventually found the Delta check-in area, which had about a dozen machines
designed exclusively for that airline. The Delta machines were in working order, and they allowed you to access information by either
reservation number, confirmation number, or credit card number. I tried each of those, and each time the machine paused before giving
me a “NOT FOUND” error. Eventually I gave up and went over to the actual check-in counter. The woman there was surprised that I was
checking in for a flight that wouldn’t leave until tomorrow, but she was able to find my reservation and print out a boarding pass efficiently.
[I still have no clue why the machines couldn’t handle the check-in, but at least it got done.]
I made my way back to the hotel and then got back in the rented car and drove back down to Tacoma. Even on a weekend there
were a couple of congestion points on I-5, and it rained again as I made my way southward. It still took longer than it should have to cover
the short distance, but at least I didn’t ever come to a dead stop this time.
I stopped briefly at the Tacoma Fred Meyer, mostly to get some cash from an ATM. I panicked when I thought for a moment I
had lost my debit card, but it turned out I’d placed it behind another card in my wallet. I browsed through the store a bit and then made
my way over to the stadium.
There was a high school game going on in a small park across from Cheney Stadium, and the parking was configured somewhat
differently than it had been yesterday. The parking area closest to the high school ballpark was open and free, though presumably limited
to fans watching the high school game. The rest (most of which was convenient neither to the high school park nor to Cheney Stadium)
was blocked off, with college kids collecting the Raniers’ $5 parking fee. It’s annoying that even with a “comp” ticket I still had to pay for
parking, but five bucks was cheap compared to the $20 I paid in Milwaukee a year ago. [I’m certainly grateful for all the comp tickets
Brad has provided me over the years, but it would be interested to know just how much money I’ve spent on parking and food
at the various parks.]
Getting a ticket was a bit more complicated tonight. A rather clueless college-aged white girl was working the will call window,
and she couldn’t seem to find my name on the handwritten pass list. She then entered my name in a computer (first misspelling it, but
eventually getting it right), and she was able to locate me there. She asked me for identification, something the woman last night had not
done, and finally gave me a ticket that looked completely different than the one I’d gotten at the other game. I was at the window for over
five minutes, which seemed a bit much for a ticket with a face value of $8.
The ticket I got was for section L, row A, seat 2. Oddly, seat 2 was the first seat in row A. I made my way there and busied myself
with reading through the program for a while. Each day they apparently feature a different player on the cover of the program, and it was
interesting that today’s featured Tommy Everidge, the guy whose aunt I’d sat next to last night. While I might have wished Brad had been
featured while I was there, it was interesting to see someone with whom I had a vague connection.

LEFT: Tommy Everidge on the cover of Tacoma Rainiers program
ABOVE: Brad Nelson’s player summary in the program
I had another nice chat with Brad before the game. Again lots of kids
(and a few adults) came up to ask for his autograph as we visited. I noted
when I came in that there were tables on the concourse where certain players
were “officially” giving autographs and asked Brad if he was ever one of those.
He definitely had been. He told me that players who are not in the line-up on
a given night sign up to do those sessions. They earn $25 per session. Earlier
this year Brad had been on the disabled list with a leg problem, and he said
he signed up for autographs every single night. He had put aside the money
for a trip he and Jill would be making to Las Vegas at the end of the season.
When it was time for Brad to take the field for warm-ups, I got some food (barbecue nachos [a strange-sounding ballpark food
that is actually fairly good], ice cream, and hot chocolate) and returned to Section L. Tommy Everidge’s aunt saw me there and gestured
me down to the same section I was in last night. Her ticket also was for Section L, but she noted that as long as no one had paid for a
seat in the closer-in section, there was no problem with us using it. Tonight that section was mostly empty. There appeared to be one
couple who had actually bought tickets, plus the parents of a Hispanic player, the wife of tonight’s starting pitcher, Tommy Everidge’s
aunt, and me.
I had a nice time at the game. [The pitcher] pitched very well, but his wife over-reacted to every errant pitch. I thought she might
have a heart attack each time a ball went into play. Unlike last night, [the aunt] had something to cheer about tonight. Tommy Everidge
had a great night, supplying multiple hits as the Rainiers won handily.
Brad was hitless tonight, but he actually had a pretty decent game. He walked twice, got a legitimate steal (something very
unusual for a guy as big as he is), and had a couple of good catches in the outfield. His official stats would have gone down tonight, but
it was not at all a bad performance.
The game went quickly, but I couldn’t dawdle afterwards. I said a quick goodbye to Brad and made my way to the exit. I was
surprised to find that there was overnight construction in downtown Tacoma that had closed the ramp onto I-5 that I needed to use. [Night
construction is fairly common in big cities, especially on weekends. It’s usually well publicized locally, but it invariably catches
visitors by surprise.] I drove one exit south and then nearly a mile out of my way on a side street before I was able to turn around in
the parking lot of an Arby’s restaurant to get headed back northward on the interstate. The entrance was very awkward (I had to get over
four lanes in less than half a mile to stay on the interstate, but at least traffic was relatively light.
There was more overnight construction at the north end of Tacoma. They reduced five lanes down to two here, which caused a
fairly serious back-up. It took longer to drive back to the airport at 10:30pm than it had to come down at 5:00. I did make it back all right,
though. I drove about a mile past my hotel to buy gas at a Shell station I’d noticed from the train was cheaper than all the other stations
in the area ($2.969, while all the other places were over $3). Then I reorganized my stuff and was in bed around 11:15. It was a short
night, but I’ve definitely had worse ones.

I was up around 4:15 this morning, showered, gathered my stuff, and made my way to the desk to check out. I asked the girl to
remove the safe fee for the room, which she did without a problem. She gave me cash as a refund for the safe fee, but then the statement

she gave me made it appear that I also had a credit on my account. Everything was fine from my point of view, but the hotel’s accounting
may be screwed up when it comes time for an audit.
I drove about a mile south on International Boulevard to the Enterprise lot. Enterprise opens at 5am, and I got there about 5:01.
I was amazed that I was far from the only person returning a car first thing Sunday morning. There were at least a dozen employees on
hand, and all of them were busy processing returns. [It’s honestly kind of odd that the rental places don’t open earlier in the
morning or even stay open around the clock. There are enough flights leaving major airports early in the morning that I’d think
they’d get plenty of business in the wee hours.]
The young woman who processed my car asked what my opinion was of “the rental experience” and she seemed surprised that
I had negative things to say about the process of getting the car. I mentioned that it was far too high pressure and that it took much longer
than with other companies I’d rented from. She seemed to take this as a personal slight and kept pumping me for more and more specifics.
I’m sure my complaint will do nothing to change their policies, but perhaps it will at least get registered.
I boarded the Enterprise shuttle bus and waited nearly ten minutes more and more people got on board. Eventually every bus
seat was full, and we headed north to the airport. They make several stops at the airport to serve all the different airlines. I followed some
advice I’d read, though, and got off at the first stop, which was furthest north and designed to serve United and Alaska Airlines. I’d read
before I left that the line for the north security checkpoint was almost always shorter than the one at the south checkpoint (which serves
Delta) and that beyond security all parts of the airport connect with each other. The security line was quite short, and it moved along
efficiently. They swabbed my shoes for explosives (apparently I was the lucky number), but otherwise there was nothing unusual.
Apparently the metal detector was at a very low setting. The guard instructed me to leave my belt on, and it didn’t set off the buzzer.
Before long I was on the “safe” side of the airport.
I took two one underground train to get from the north part of the main terminal to the south part and then a different train to get
from there to the South Satellite. I still think they’d have done better to just connect things with moving walkways, but the trams did get
me where I needed to go.
I’d not had any coffee this morning, so I made a point of buying a large cup at the Seattle’s Best coffee stand in the South
Satellite. It was grossly overpriced (about three bucks), but satisfying. As I made my way to Gate S-6, I had another little panic when my
passport and boarding pass weren’t where I expected them to be. I searched for a while and found I’d put them in a different place than
I thought when leaving the security checkpoint.
I settled in at the gate and was pleasantly surprised to find that SEA had free wi-fi internet available. I took advantage of that
and e-mailed Margaret from the gate. More and more places seem to be providing free internet access these days. It makes me wonder
how the services that charge for access (usually at a rate of about ten bucks a day) manage to stay in business.
A flight to Salt Lake City was leaving from the gate next to mine when I arrived. They repeatedly paged a Hispanic family that
was on that flight. Just after they closed the gate, the family showed up. Fortunately they were able to re-book them on the same flight to
Minneapolis I was flying on. I have no idea what their final destination was, but presumably they could transfer in either hub to get there.
The other nearby gate was boarding a flight for New York, with continuing service to Moscow. I didn’t even know Delta flew to
Moscow, but I suppose since the fall of communism pretty much every global carrier does. I don’t know how long the layover at JFK is,
but I’d bet that travelers who were leaving Seattle at 6:30 Sunday morning would arrive in Russia at about the same time on Monday. It’s
got to be an awful flight.
The most interesting people at my gate were a couple who were either had just gotten married or were about to be married.
Their primary carry-on luggage was formalwear, a wedding dress and a tuxedo wrapped in drycleaner’s plastic. It was shaped very
differently than most people’s carry-ons, but probably took up less actual space.
The girl who made the announcements for our gate was apparently an African native. She was an elegant young black woman
who spoke French natively and barely spoke English at all. Each time she made an announcement, she had to read it off of a card. The
card apparently had generic announcements written on it, and she’d have to pause at certain points, turn around and look at the monitor,
and fill in specific information about this flight.
Delta boards by zones, and my boarding pass had “ZONE 4” printed on it. They went through zones 1 and 2 quickly, but half
the plane seemed to be in zone 3. I’d bet lots of people in later zones were slipping into line early. The girl seemed to be checking the
boarding passes as she scanned them, though, so maybe they just divide up the plane oddly. Eventually they called Zone 4, and I made
my way down the jetway and to Seat 31-F.

It was raining fairly heavily, but there
was nothing severe that would keep planes from
flying. We left the gate slightly late, but we were
soon in the air and quickly above the clouds. It
was a very full flight, but I was fortunate to have
an empty seat next to mine. There was an old
man on the aisle who didn’t say a word the entire
flight.
I chose to buy a snack tray during this
flight. Designed more for lunch than for breakfast,
the $6 tray included four crackers (two British
“cream biscuits” and two Pepperidge Farm wheat
crackers), three very thick chunks of cheese, a
small bunch of grapes (seven total grapes), three
walnut halves, and two dried apricots. The thing
View from Seat 31-F at Sea—Tac Airport
seemed a bit chintzy, but then so does everything else they serve in the air these days. I also enjoyed the complimentary offerings—a
tiny pack of ginger snap cookies and a miniscule cup of cranberry juice.
Delta, like most airlines, now accepts credit cards only for in-flight purchases. [Not long after this they’d go to credit cards
only, with cash not an option.] The flight attendants have hand-held scanners that are apparently hooked up to a satellite connection.
It processes the cards almost instantly (though, since they’re all for small amounts, it may just automatically approve everything without
checking) and prints out a receipt. They don’t make you sign for anything, nor do they bother checking identification or anything else to
make sure the card actually belongs to the person using it.
In this age of minimal service, the flight seemed very over-staffed. While our 757 was a fairly large plane, it definitely didn’t
require four different flight attendants in coach (and two more in first class). They could have easily gotten by with two, and if they’d been
willing to give passengers a full can of pop instead of just a little Dixie cup, one coach stewardess could have handled things pretty
quickly. I suppose they needed people to staff other flights out of Minneapolis, so these people were being re-positioned to handle the
demand. [There are also FAA requirements for staffing, but I think this probably exceeded those as well.]
There was a bit of turbulence entering and exiting the jet stream, but mostly this was a smooth and uneventful flight. We got into
MSP a little early, landing at 12:10 Central Time. We arrived at Gate F-6, which is just about as far as you can get from the regional gates
where I was headed.
I used the restroom and bought a McDonalds salad for lunch. Then I gradually made my way to the B-concourse and found the
gate for Mason City. Conveniently Gate B-2 was at the beginning rather than the end of the regional concourse. Looking around the gate
area, it was instantly clear that I was headed to Iowa. The dowdy, overweight people waiting here (and I include myself in that description)
just looked very different than the people I’d seen in Seattle. It’s hard to describe exactly why Iowans look different, but they do.
The gate attendant was also dowdy and overweight. She was also one of the chattiest people I’ve ever seen. She seemed to
know every airport employee, and she visited with each of them at length. She spent a full fifteen minutes talking with Rosa, the janitor
who was about to vacuum the B-concourse. I doubt either of their supervisors would approve of these women spending so much time
chatting, but they were certainly having a good time doing it.
As I waited at the gate, I made a few more notes in the outline I kept for this travelogue. In particular I described a few general
reactions I had to Seattle. I wrote “Seattle is:

Edgy college-aged people living off their parents and/or living beyond their means

Blue collar middle aged rednecks

White collar suburban yuppies

Very urban and gritty, but mixed with ENDLESS suburbia
The mix of residents I mentioned was probably the most unique thing about Seattle, and it’s a very odd mix indeed. I expected the college
kids and the yuppies, but the rednecks surprised me. While its reputation is very cutting-edge and modern, a surprisingly large amount
of Seattleites are “Archie Bunker” sort of people. There are still a lot of active factories in Seattle, and between those and all the dock
jobs at the enormous port, there’s lot of blue collar employment. I got the feeling that most long-term Washingtonians fit in this category;
it’s the newcomers who are in software or academia.
Partly due to its mix of residents, Washington state is very weird politically. It has a liberal reputation (and votes consistently
“blue”), but it’s really more libertarian than liberal. Seattle is a long ways from Washington, and there’s a big distrust of the federal
government out there. There’s also a very Western feeling that everyone should support himself; government should not pay for anything.
That’s more in line with Republicans than Democrats, and it contrasts with the fact that Washington is rather proud of being mostly areligious (and to some extent anti-religious).
While I waited at the gate the same announcement kept coming over the loudspeaker again and again: “Paging the party who
recently passed through security checkpoint #10 and left a laptop. Would the party please return to security checkpoint #10 to claim your
forgotten item.” It occurred to me as I heard that announcement that I don’t think I’ve ever paid attention to the number of the security

checkpoint I’ve gone through. I just pick the one with the shortest line and keep on going. I would think that if someone were missing their
laptop they’d be aware of it, though, and hopefully they’d retrace their steps to whatever checkpoint they went through.
Another announcement asked someone to return to a specific gate to claim eyeglasses that had been left on board a plane.
They identified a specific passenger in this announcement, presumably deducing the name from the seat number where the glasses had
been left. It’s probably a good thing that I almost literally can’t see without my glasses; losing them is one less thing I have to worry about.
They began boarding the flight for Mason City at 1:25pm. The row markings on this plane were a bit unclear, and initially I sat in
Seat 9-A instead of 8-A, where I had been assigned. Shortly after I’d moved, the gate agent came aboard the plane to do a final count.
She acted as if I were in the wrong seat. I showed her my boarding pass, and she agreed I was in fact correct. It turned out the passenger
in 6-A had chosen the wrong seat, which threw off the woman’s count. We really could have sat just about anywhere we wanted to,
because the plane was less than half full. That surprised me, since normally the MCW—MSP route is close to sold out. Apparently the
bulk of travelers are businesspeople who fly during the work week, though. On weekends, they only run two flights a day, and even those
aren’t full.
We left the gate on time at 1:45pm
but then had an extremely long taxi to a
remote part of the airport that I don’t think
I’ve ever been to before. The area seemed
to mostly be reserved for military aircraft,
but our flight took off from there without a
hitch.
We had one of the oldest
stewardesses I’ve ever seen on this flight.
She had to be nearing retirement, and it
seemed a bit odd that someone with a lot of
seniority was working such an insignificant
route. She served us coffee and bottled
water (poured into the same miniature cups
they use for everything on Delta) during the
half-hour flight.
We went straight through the
middle of the clouds the whole way down to
Mason City. I’m sure we just followed I-35
the whole way south, but I certainly couldn’t
prove it. I saw nothing except the engine out
View of nothing but clouds out the window of the Minneapolis—Mason City flight
the window. It was a bumpy ride, but we
made it down to MCW without incident. We arrived at 2:20pm, and I had an uneventful drive home—a nice ending to an interesting little
getaway.
[While this was not a major trip, it was a memorable little getaway. I enjoyed the Seattle area and especially my tour of
the Boeing factory. Seattle isn’t at the top of my list for return destinations, but I’m glad to have made the trip there.
Brad finished out the 2010 season in Tacoma. He was consistently among the top players there but was never called
up to Seattle. The following year Brad switched affiliations and signed with the Texas Rangers organization. He’d spend a
season with the Round Rock Express just north of Austin, Texas. He then switched to the Chicago Cubs organization, and I’d
see him play numerous games with that team’s AAA club at Principal Park in Des Moines. Brad closed out his AAA career in
2014 with the Rochester Red Wings (Minnesota Twins organization) in upstate New York. In 2015 he played professionally in
Mexico. He continues to put up good numbers, but as he gets older the likelihood of returning to the majors becomes
increasingly remote. When he’s not playing baseball, Brad enjoys being a husband and father in his home outside Iowa City.
This past Garrigan expanded to include grades 4 – 12, and Brad’s mother moved her classroom into our building. Interestingly,
though, I probably see her less than I did when we’d chat in the “family” sections at baseball games.]

